
ABSTRACT	  

XIANG, PING. Toward Efficient SIMT Execution -- A Microarchitecture Perspective. 
(Under the direction of Dr. Huiyang Zhou.) 

The design philosophy of many-core architectures such as graphics processing units 

(GPUs) is to exploit thread-level parallelism (TLP) to achieve high throughput. Compared to 

central processing unit (CPU) designs, GPU-like many-core architectures spend the on-die 

area mainly for computation rather than complex instruction processing, and therefore is 

more energy efficient. 

In this dissertation, we identify several inefficiencies of current GPU design and proposal 

architectural designs for higher performance and better energy efficiency. First, I will first 

present our study on eliminating the computational redundancies within GPGPU. According 

to our study, there exists significant computational redundancy in SIMD execution, where 

different execution lanes operate on the same operand values. And besides redundancy 

within a uniform vector, different vectors can also have the identical values. Therefore, we 

propose detailed architecture designs to exploit both types of redundancy for performance 

improvements and energy savings. For redundancy within a uniform vector, we propose to 

either extend the vector register file with token bits or add a separate small scalar register file 

to eliminate redundant computations as well as redundant data storage. For redundancy 

across different uniform vectors, we adopt instruction reuse, proposed originally for CPU 

architectures, to detect and eliminate redundancy. The elimination of redundant computations 

and data storage leads to both significant energy savings and performance improvement. 

Furthermore, we propose to leverage such redundancy to protect arithmetic-logic units 

(ALUs) and register files against hardware errors.  

Secondly, I will present the novel resource management scheme for GPGPUs. In this 

study, we observe that the currently used TB-level resource management inside GPGPU can 

severely affect the TLP that may be achieved in the hardware. Since different warps in a TB 

may finish at different times. Due to TB-level resource management, the resources allocated 



to early finished warps are essentially wasted as they need to wait for the longest running 

warp in the same TB to finish. What is more, TB-level management can lead to resource 

fragmentation as well. To overcome these inefficiencies, we propose to allocate and release 

resources at the warp level. Warps are dispatched to an SM as long as it has sufficient 

resource for a warp rather than a TB. Furthermore, whenever a warp is completed, its 

resource is released and can accommodate a new warp. This way, we effectively increase the 

number of active warps without actually increasing the size of critical resources. 

Finally, I will present our study on the impact of ILP enhancing techniques on GPGPU. 

In this study, we show that these ILP techniques can greatly reduce the performance 

dependency on TLP. This is especially useful for applications, whose resource usage limits 

the hardware to run a sufficient number of threads concurrently. In such cases, the ILP 

techniques can deliver significant performance gains at modest hardware costs. Based on this 

workload-dependent behavior, we then propose heterogeneous architecture for GPU 

computing. In our proposed heterogeneous GPU architecture, there are two types of in-order 

shader cores, one customized for applications with limited TLP due to their resource usage 

and the other customized for applications with sufficient TLP.  This way, applications can be 

scheduled to either core based on their resource requirements and characteristics for better 

performance and energy efficiency. 
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Chapter	  1	  

1. Introduction	  	  
 

State-of-art GPUs manage, schedule, and execute parallel threads in groups. While each 

individual thread has its own register state, a group of threads, called a warp/wavefront, share 

a single program counter (PC) as well as the instruction fetch, decode, and processing logic. 

When executing an instruction, different threads in a warp operate upon different data, which 

are typically specified using their thread identifiers (ids). To hide instruction execution 

latencies, especially off-chip memory accesses, GPUs are designed to host a high number of 

warps so that when one warp is stalled, another warp can issue instructions so as to keep the 

arithmetic/logic units (ALUs) busy. As a result, throughput-oriented GPUs can spend most 

energy budget and die area on computational logic rather than sophisticated instruction 

processing logic as in latency-oriented central processing units (CPUs). The combined 

single-instruction multiple-data (SIMD) style execution and warp-level parallelism, also 

referred to as single-instruction multiple-thread (SIMT) processing, is the key for GPU’s 

high energy efficiency and computational throughput. In this paper, we propose a novel 

approach to further improve the performance, energy efficiency and reliability of GPU 

computing. 
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However, as we found out, there still exists a significant amount of inefficiencies during 

the GPU execution. First, during SIMD execution, different threads in the same warp are 

supposed to operate upon different data. However, certain program structures in the kernel 

code, such as loops, and some intermediate computations, including loading data from the 

same address, calculating configuration numbers, or initializing registers with constant 

values, result in identical computations among the threads in a warp. In such cases, different 

threads in a warp have the same source values and therefore produce the same output. And 

we observe that such computational redundancy does not only exist among the threads within 

a warp, but also happens at the warp level. Therefore our first work focuses on addressing the 

computation redundancy issue within the GPGPU. 

Secondly, since GPUs typically manage the resources at the thread block (TB) level, we 

make the key observation that the TB-level resource management can severely limit the TLP, 

i.e., the number of actively running threads or warps, which can be supported by the 

hardware. There are two fundamental reasons. First, as the threads in a TB are formed into 

multiple warps, in the absence of synchronizations each warp is executed independently to 

each other and different warps in a TB can finish at quite different times. Such TB-level 

resource management can also lead to resource fragmentation. Given a fixed size of a 

physical resource, e.g., a 128kB register file (or 32k 32-bit scalar registers) in an SM, if a TB 

needs 9k registers (or 36kB), the register file will limit the maximal number of TBs to be 

dispatched to the SM to be 3. As the remaining part of the register file (128kB –3*36kB = 

20kB or 5k registers) is not sufficient to support another TB, it will be always un-utilized. 

Such resource underutilization can be viewed as ‘spatial resource underutilization’ as the 

resource is never allocated. Besides the register files, the spatial resource underutilization 

will also happen for shared memory as well as the warp scheduler, which is designed for the 

maximal number of threads/warps on an SM. So in the third chapter, we propose the warp-

level resource management and show the significant performance and energy efficiency 

improvement. 
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Chapter	  2	  

2. Exploiting	   Uniform	   Vector	   Instructions	   for	  
GPGPU	  Performance,	  Energy	  Efficiency,	   and	  
Opportunistic	  Reliability	  Enhancement	  
 

2.1 Introduction 
State-of-art GPUs manage, schedule, and execute parallel threads in groups. While each 

individual thread has its own register state, a group of threads, called a warp/wavefront, share 

a single program counter (PC) as well as the instruction fetch, decode, and processing logic. 

When executing an instruction, different threads in a warp operate upon different data, which 

are typically specified using their thread identifiers (ids). To hide instruction execution 

latencies, especially off-chip memory accesses, GPUs are designed to host a high number of 

warps so that when one warp is stalled, another warp can issue instructions so as to keep the 

arithmetic/logic units (ALUs) busy. As a result, throughput-oriented GPUs can spend most 

energy budget and die area on computational logic rather than sophisticated instruction 

processing logic as in latency-oriented central processing units (CPUs). The combined 

single-instruction multiple-data (SIMD) style execution and warp-level parallelism, also 

referred to as single-instruction multiple-thread (SIMT) processing, is the key for GPU’s 

high energy efficiency and computational throughput. In this paper, we propose a novel 
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approach to further improve the performance, energy efficiency and reliability of GPU 

computing. 

Our approach is built upon the following observations on SIMT processing. During 

SIMD execution, different threads in the same warp are supposed to operate upon different 

data. However, certain program structures in the kernel code, such as loops, and some 

intermediate computations, including loading data from the same address, calculating 

configuration numbers, or initializing registers with constant values, result in identical 

computations among the threads in a warp. In such cases, different threads in a warp have the 

same source values and therefore produce the same output. This value locality was referred 

to as uniform vectors [9]. In this paper, we observe that such computational redundancy does 

not only exist among the threads within a warp, but also happens at the warp level. In other 

words, different warps may have identical input and output values. Therefore, we refer to 

them as intra-warp and inter-warp uniform vector instructions, respectively.  

We propose detailed architecture designs to detect and remove redundancy resulting from 

intra- and inter-warp uniform vector instructions to achieve both performance gains and 

energy savings, and to leverage such redundancy for reliability enhancement. For intra-warp 

uniform vector instructions, we present two designs. The first one adds a token bit to each 

vector register to detect and track intra-warp redundancy. For an instruction, when all of its 

source operands have this token bit set and there is no control divergence, this instruction is 

recognized as an intra-warp uniform vector instruction. In this case, only one thread in the 

warp will carry out the computation, store the result in its destination scalar register, and set 

the token bit associated with the destination vector register. Additional multiplexers 

(MUXes) are introduced to reuse the existing broadcast logic to feed the register value to 

other threads, when it is used in subsequent instructions as a source operand. In our second 

design, we propose to add a separate small scalar register file (SRF) to eliminate redundant 

values in the vector register file (VRF). For uniform vector accesses, this approach replaces 

VRF reads and writes with SRF operations, thereby lowering the power consumption. 

Furthermore, the SRF simplifies the design for the corner case when a uniform vector 
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register is used as both a source and the destination operand. A register renaming table and a 

freelist are introduced to manage the SRF. Note that although register renaming apparently 

adds the complexity of instruction processing, it is done at the warp level, therefore the 

overhead is amortized by the high number of threads (e.g., 32) in a warp. 

To detect and eliminate inter-warp redundancy, we leverage the idea of instruction reuse 

[51] and propose a warp-level instruction reuse buffer (IRB). When an instruction hits in the 

IRB, it skips execution and directly writes back the results stored in the IRB into the 

destination register. To reduce the complexity of the warp-level IRB, we choose to allow 

only the instructions, which are detected as intra-warp uniform, to access it. This eliminates 

the need for the IRB to store and compare the input values of all the threads in a warp. 

We model our proposed designs in a cycle-accurate GPGPU architecture simulator and 

our experimental results show that our proposed deigns achieve significant energy savings, 

up to 25.3% and 12.7% on average, along with performance gains of up to 23.9% and 12.0% 

on average. 

Since GPUs are getting more and more popular in general-purpose computations, there is 

a growing concern on reliability [14][52]. We propose to leverage both intra- and inter-warp 

uniform vector instructions for opportunistic reliability enhancement. For intra-warp uniform 

vector instructions, we simply use two threads to carry out the computations and store the 

two results to provide the necessary redundancy. For inter-warp uniform vector instructions, 

we choose to protect the warp-level IRB with parity bits. Our results show that our approach 

achieves 21.1% and 14.1% reliability coverage for ALUs and register files, respectively, with 

no performance penalty and only 0.29% dynamic energy overhead (or 0.14% in total energy) 

compared to our proposed designs that completely eliminate the redundancy from uniform 

vector instructions.  

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 presents the background and 

quantifies how often intra- and inter-warp uniform vector instructions exist in typical 

GPGPU workloads. Section 2.3 describes in detail our architectural designs. The 
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experimental methodology and results are discussed in Section 2.4 and Section 2.5, 

respectively. Related work is addressed in Section 2.6. Section 2.7 concludes the chapter. 

2.2 Background and Motivation 
Modern GPUs employ the SIMT programming model. A GPU program, commonly 

referred to as a kernel, follows the single-program multiple-data (SPMD) model. A kernel 

specifies the workloads of all threads and differentiates them using thread ids. The threads 

are organized into a two-level hierarchy. The kernel is launched to a GPU as a grid of 

threads, which contains multiple thread blocks/workgroups. Each thread block/workgroup in 

turn contains multiple warps/wavefronts. A warp/wavefront is a group of threads that are 

executed in the SIMD manner by sharing the PC. 

In GPU hardware, a high number of cores are also organized in a hierarchy. Each GPU 

has multiple Streaming Multiprocessors (SMs) or Compute Units (CUs). Each SM/CU in 

turn has multiple streaming processors (SPs)/processing elements (PEs). The resources in 

each SM/CU include a vector register file, the shared memory, and L1 caches. The threads in 

the same thread block/workgroup will be executed on the same SM/CU so as to support 

synchronization and data exchange among the threads in the same thread block/workgroup. 

One SM can host one or more thread blocks depending on the resource requirement of each 

thread block. 

In the SIMT model, each thread has its own register state. As a result, each thread needs 

to carry out computations even they are essentially scalar operations. For example, in the 

code shown in Figure 1, we can see that the loop control ‘(int i = 0; i < width; i++)’ on line 3 

is independent on the thread id. As all the threads in a warp are executed in lock steps, the 

corresponding instructions to the loop control will have identical input and output values for 

all the threads in the warp. Such value locality among the threads in a warp has also been 

observed in [9] and is referred to as uniform vectors given the similarity between a warp in 

SIMT architecture and a vector in vector processors. In this paper, we adopt this term to 

indicate that an operand is the same for all the threads in a warp. For an instruction, if all of 
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its source operands, including the current active mask, are uniform vectors, it is called a 

uniform vector instruction. 

 

 
Figure 1. A code example to illustrate both intra- and inter-warp uniform vector instructions. 

 

The code in Figure 1 also shows that besides the identical computation (or redundancy) 

among the threads within a warp, there exist identical computations among different warps. 

For example, the computation on line 2 ‘blockIdx.x*blockDim.x’ only depends on thread 

block ids. All the warps in the same thread block will perform the same computation. In 

addition, the loop control on line 3 may also result in redundancy across different warps as 

long as one warp reaches the same loop iteration before another leaves it. Due to the 

commonly used round-robin warp scheduling policy [35], the warps in a thread block usually 

make similar progress. As a result, these warps tend to carry out identical loop iterator update 

and bound check operations. To differentiate identical computations within a warp and across 

multiple warps, we refine the definition of uniform vector instructions and refer to them as 

intra-warp uniform vector instructions and inter-warp uniform vector instructions.  

In the current GPU architectures, both intra- and inter-warp uniform vector instructions 

result in redundant computations as well as redundant register file reads and writes since the 

exactly same computation is repeated for many threads in the same warp or different warps. 

As a warp/wavefront contains 32/64 threads in NVIDIA/AMD GPUs, one intra-warp 

uniform vector will lead to 31/63 redundant computations. To address this issue, a scalar unit 

is added to each CU in AMD’s latest Graphics Core Next (GCN) architecture [1] and it relies 

1. __global__ void foo (float *A, float *B, float *C, int width) { 
2.    int idx = (blockIdx.x*blockDim.x+threadIdx.x); 
3.    for (int i = 0; i < width; i++) { 
4.        a = A[i+idx*width]; 
5.        if(B[idx] > 0) 
6.            b = C[i]; 
7.        else 
8             b = 0; 
9.   }…} 
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on the compiler to identify the uniform vector instructions and to encode them as scalar 

instructions to be executed in the scalar unit. The scalar unit in AMD’s GCN architecture has 

a scalar register file, which can forward scalar register values to the SPs/PEs when they are 

used as source operands for vector instructions, and a scalar ALU to perform scalar 

computations.  

Although the GCN architecture reduces redundant operations, several limitations remain. 

First, the scalar instructions are generated using the compiler and there are fundamental 

limitations of static analysis by the compiler. For example, the if-statement ‘if (B[idx]>0)’ on 

line 5 in Figure 1 may result in control divergence among the threads in a warp, i.e., some 

threads satisfy the condition while others do not. Therefore, the compiler cannot classify the 

operations ‘b = C[i]’ on line 6 and ‘b = 0’ on line 8 as scalar operations although they do not 

have data dependence on the thread id. In other words, the control dependency on thread id 

makes the static analysis very challenging. Second, the scalar unit incurs additional hardware 

cost and the dedicated scalar instructions are not compatible with previous GPUs with the 

same vector instruction set architecture (ISA). Third, the AMD GCN cannot handle inter-

warp uniform vectors since the scalar instructions are embedded in the same instruction 

stream as vector operations, which are executed separately for each warp.  

Before discussing our proposed solution, we quantify how often uniform vector 

instructions present in typical GPGPU workloads. We profile a set of applications using 

GPGPUSim [4] with the detailed methodology presented in Section 2.4. Our results are 

shown in Figure 2. In this experiment, for each vector instruction that is not control 

divergent, we consider that there are 32 scalar operations, one for each thread due to the warp 

size of 32. For each intra-warp uniform instruction, we consider that there are 31 redundant 

operations. For each inter-warp uniform vector instruction being detected, we consider that 

there are 32 redundant operations when we focus only on inter-warp uniform vector 

instructions. When we target at both types of uniform vector instructions, for each inter-warp 

uniform vector instruction being detected, we consider that there is 1 redundant operation 

since 31 of them are already counted as intra-warp redundant ones. Then, we normalize the 
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numbers of redundant operations to the total number of dynamic scalar instructions and 

report the ratios in Figure 2. The reason why we do not use the number of vector instructions 

is due to the presence of control divergence. In such a case, the number of scalar instructions 

captures the application’s computational needs more accurately than the number of vector 

instructions. Note that in our redundant instruction statistics, we do not include branch 

instructions as the PC is already updated at a per-warp basis in SIMT architectures. Memory 

instructions are not considered as redundant operations either as we assume the memory 

coalescing logic and miss status handling registers (MSHRs) already detect/merge redundant 

memory requests.  

 

  
Figure 2 Percentage of redundant operations resulting from intra-and inter-warp uniform 

vector instructions. 

 

As we can see from Figure 2, among the 13 applications under our study, there exist 

significant redundant operations. The contribution from intra-warp uniform vector 

instructions can be as high as 41.5% and 18.1% on average using the geometric mean (GM). 

The inter-warp uniform vector instructions also result in up to 28.5% and an average of 8.9% 

redundant operations. When both types are combined, up to 42.4% and an average of 18.4% 

of all scalar operations are redundant. Although the difference between intra-warp and 
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combined intra- and inter-warp results is apparently small, it does not mean that the 

contribution from inter-warp uniform vector instruction would be low. The reason is that we 

only count 1 redundant scalar operation for each inter-warp uniform vector instruction as 

discussed above. As shown in Section 2.5, eliminating redundancy from inter-warp uniform 

vector instructions can lead to significant performance gains and energy savings even after 

we already leverage intra-warp uniform vector instructions. 

2.3 Architecture Design 
The significant amount of uniform vector instructions presents an interesting opportunity 

for optimizing SIMT architectures. First, eliminating redundant computations and register 

file accesses can reduce dynamic power consumption. Second, when the number of SPs in an 

SM is smaller than the warp size, converting an intra-warp uniform vector instruction to a 

scalar operation can improve the instruction issue rate so as to improve the performance. 

Considering a warp size of 32 and a SIMD width of 8 (i.e., 8 SPs per SM), it takes 4 cycles to 

issue a regular vector instruction. As discussed in Section 2.3.1.1, by converting a uniform 

vector instruction into a scalar one, we can increase the instruction issue rate to 1 instruction 

per cycle as only one SP is needed to carry out the computation. Third, the execution of any 

inter-warp uniform vector instruction can be skipped after it is detected, resulting in 

performance enhancement due to the reduced execution latency. Fourth, redundant 

computations and data storage can also be leveraged for hardware error detection to 

opportunistically improve the reliability. In this section, we present our proposed architecture 

design to achieve these goals. Figure 3 shows the baseline architecture of an SM for our 

discussion. 
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Figure 3. The baseline architecture of an SM.  

The number of EX stage depends on the instruction latency.        

 

As shown in Figure 3, there is a warp scheduler in an SM and it issues instructions from 

the ‘ready’ warps, meaning that they have all the source operands ready for their current 

instructions. During the register read (RR) stage, the multi-lane vector register file (VRF) is 

accessed to provide the source operands for each thread in the warp. The aggregated registers 

from all the threads in a warp can be viewed as a vector register. For example, for an 

instruction ‘ADD r1, r2, r3’, the register r1 for all the threads in warp can be viewed as a 

vector register VR1, which contains 32 scalar registers. Here, we use the notation ‘VR1.i’ to 

denote the scalar register r1 of the ith thread in a warp. Depending on the number of SPs 

(denoted as ‘NumSP’) in an SM, which are used for executing instructions from a warp, the 

warp scheduler issues one instruction to the SPs every ‘warpsize/NumSP’ cycles. In NVIDIA 

GTX285 GPUs, NumSP is 8, and in GTX480 (aka Fermi architecture), NumSP is 16 as each 

warp occupies 16 SP lanes. Typically, the threads in a warp are assigned to the SPs in a 

round-robin manner. In other words, if NumSP is 8, the first SP (i.e., SP0) executes the 

instruction for thread 0, 8, 16, 24; the second SP executes thread 1, 9, 17, 25; etc. Also, the 

VRF lane in each SP provides the corresponding register operands. For example, with 8 SPs 

in an SM, the VRF lane in SP0 provides VR1.0, VR1.8, VR1.16, and VR1.24. The warp id in 

the warp scheduler is used to map the same architectural registers in different warps into 

different physical vector registers. 
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2.4 Exploiting Intra-Warp Uniform Vector Instructions 
To detect intra-warp uniform vectors, we start with the instruction decode (ID) stage in 

the GPU pipeline. During the ID stage, an instruction’s source operands are checked to see 

whether they are uniform vectors. If an operand is an immediate or a special register used for 

thread id independent information such as thread block dimensions, it is detected as a 

uniform vector. An instruction is detected as a uniform vector instruction if all its source 

operands are uniform and the current active mask is all 1’s, indicating that the instruction is 

not under a control divergent path. In this case, the destination register will be a uniform 

vector. Next, we propose two architectural designs to implement the propagation of uniform 

vectors. The two designs differ in where to store uniform vectors. One reuses the VRF and 

extends it with token bits. The other introduces a small scalar register file (SRF) to replace 

VRF accesses with SRF accesses. 

2.4.1 Token-based design 

In this design, we add a token file, which contains 1 token bit for each vector register. A 

token bit is set in two scenarios: (1) when a uniform vector instruction is detected and is 

updating its destination vector register, and (2) when the value to be written back is from the 

broadcast path even the instruction is not yet detected as uniform. The broadcast path, which 

is used for accessing the same address in either shared memory or global memory, ensures 

that all the threads in the warp will have the same value. A token bit is reset when the 

corresponding vector register is redefined by a regular (i.e., non-uniform) vector instruction.  

 

 
Figure 4. Reusing the existing broadcast logic to feed the scalar value to multiple SPs. 
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The token file will be accessed during the ID stage to determine whether an instruction is 

a uniform vector one. If so, once this instruction is issued, it does not need to update all the 

32 scalar registers in the destination vector register. Instead, updating one of them is 

sufficient. As this vector register can be used as a source operand of a non-uniform vector 

instruction, we add a MUX to reuse the existing broadcast bus, as shown in Figure 4, to 

provide the data. This way, an intra-warp uniform vector instruction is essentially converted 

to a scalar one. Compared to a regular vector instruction, it saves (warpsize – 1) 

computations as well as the associated read and write accesses to the VRF lanes. 

Another important advantage of converting a uniform vector instruction into a scalar one 

is the opportunity to improve instruction issue rate. As our uniform vector instruction 

detection happens in the ID stage, the warp scheduler can increase the issue rate from one per 

‘warpsize/NumSP’ cycle to one every cycle for uniform vector instructions. In other words, 

after a uniform vector instruction, which is converted to a scalar one, is issued, the warp 

scheduler can issue another ready instruction in the next cycle. 

Although the token-based design is relatively straightforward, there are several corner 

cases that need to be carefully considered. First, when a uniform vector register is used as 

both a source and the destination register, such as in the case of ‘VR1 = VR1 + VR2’ where 

the token bit of VR1 is set but the token bit of VR2 is not. Depending on the number of SPs 

in an SM, the source scalar value may be overwritten before its due time. For example, 

assuming 8 SPs in an SM, threads 0-7 in the warp will execute the instruction before other 

threads. If the scalar value of the uniform vector VR1 is stored in VR1.0 (i.e., the register for 

the first thread in the warp), this value (VR1.0) may be updated with ‘VR1.0+VR2.0’ before 

it is used for the remaining threads, e.g., thread 31 ‘VR1.31 = VR1.0+VR2.31’. To resolve 

this issue, we propose to store the scalar value of a uniform vector VRx in VRx.N, where N 

is determined as ‘N = warp size – NumSP’. In the case of NumSP being 8, VR1.24 is used to 

store the scalar value of the uniform vector register VR1. This ensure that there is no write-

after-read data hazard for instructions like ‘Add VR1, VR1, VR2’ as thread 24 is among the 

last patch of threads to be executed in a warp. When there are as many SPs as the warp size, 
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all the threads in a warp will be executed at the same time, this hazard disappears naturally 

and the formula can still be used to specify VRx.0 to be used for the scalar value. Note that 

for the instruction ‘Add VR1, VR1, #2’ with the token bit set for VR1, there is no hazard 

since this instruction will be detected as a uniform vector instruction. The token bit will 

remain set and only the ALU in SP0 will be used to carry out the computation (VR1.24 = 

VR1.24 + #2). 

Second, control divergence complicates the processing of uniform vectors. Consider the 

case with the instruction ‘VR1 = VR1 + 2’ with the token bit of VR1 set and the active mask 

indicates that only threads 24-31 are to be executed in a warp. Although our intra-warp 

uniform vector instruction detection logic will detect it as a non-uniform vector instruction 

due to the condition on the active mask, there still is a correctness issue. The reason is that 

the scalar value VR1.24 will be overwritten with ‘VR1.24+2’ and for threads 0 to 23, the 

register VR1’s value would be corrupted. To resolve this problem, we propose the following 

copy-on-write solution. When the warp scheduler finds that the current instruction is under a 

control divergent path by checking the active mask and the instruction has its destination 

register being the same as one of its source uniform vector operands, the warp scheduler 

inserts a copy instruction, which explicitly copies the scalar value of the uniform vector to all 

of its scalar registers. This way, all the threads have their private copy of the register and the 

correctness is ensured. As we show in Section 2.5.1, this copy-on-write happens fairly 

infrequently, resulting in negligible performance overhead. 

2.4.2 Scalar register file based design 

In this design, we introduce a separate scalar register file (SRF) to store the scalar value 

of uniform vectors. The intra-warp vector instruction detection logic is the same as the token-

based design described in Section 2.3.1.1. The advantage of the SRF-based design over the 

token-based design is that for uniform vectors, it replaces the vector register file (VRF) 

accesses with SRF accesses. In state-of-art GPUs, an SM typically has a very large vector 

register file (e.g., 64/128 kB in GTX285/GTX480 GPUs, corresponding to 16k/32k scalar 
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registers or 512/1024 vector registers). Each access incurs nontrivial energy consumption. 

Using a small scalar register file reduces the energy consumption at a small area overhead. 

To manage the SRF, we add a freelist and a renaming map table to dynamically allocate 

and free the scalar registers in the SRF. In the ID stage, the renaming map table is accessed to 

see whether its source vector register operands are remapped to scalar registers. For a 

detected uniform vector instruction, its destination vector register will be renamed by 

obtaining a scalar register from the freelist and updating the renaming map table accordingly. 

Decoded and renamed instructions will be kept in the warp scheduler waiting to be issued to 

the SPs. During instruction execution, the renamed register operands specify whether the 

SRF or the VRF is to be accessed. For an intra-warp uniform vector instruction, both its 

source and destination registers will be from the SRF. In this case, the ALU of the first SP is 

reused to carry out the computation. The register renaming logic may affect the timing of the 

ID stage and lead to an additional register renaming stage. Such a new pipeline stage at the 

frontend will not increase pipeline hazards, thereby having very limited performance impact 

as confirmed in our experiments.  

The SRF is also connected to the existing broadcast path to handle the case when a scalar 

register is needed for a regular vector instruction. For a regular vector instruction, its 

destination vector register number will be used to check the renaming map table at the ID 

stage. If this vector register is currently being mapped to a scalar register, the mapping 

information will be cleared and the scalar register is pushed back to the freelist. 

Our SRF-based design simplifies the processing of the corner case where the destination 

and a source operand share the same register, like in the case of ‘VR1 = VR1 + VR2’ where 

VR1 is currently mapped to a scalar register, e.g., SR4, but VR2 is not. With the renaming 

process, the instruction becomes ‘VR1 = SR4 + VR2’. During execution, the value of SR4 is 

broadcasted to all the SPs from the SRF. Since SR4 will not be overwritten during the 

execution, the correctness is ensured.  

For the corner case of control divergence, we resort to the same copy-on-write solution as 

in our token-based design when the destination operand shares the same register with a 
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source operand, which is currently mapped to a scalar register. In other words, for the 

instruction ‘VR1 = VR1 + 2’ under a control divergent path with VR1 being currently 

mapped a scalar register SR5, the warp scheduler will insert a copy instruction ‘VR1 = SR5’, 

before issuing the instruction ‘VR1 = VR1 + 2’.  

Note that our renaming process is based on physical vector register numbers. For the 

same architectural register, different warps map them to different physical vector registers 

based on their warp ids. Therefore, there is no conflict among the warps when the same 

registers are used.  

Compared to the token-based design, the disadvantage of the SRF-based design is that 

due to the SRF’s limited size, when all the scalar registers are used up, we cannot convert 

newly detected intra-warp uniform vector instructions to scalar ones until a scalar register is 

freed to the freelist. We study this structural hazard effect in Section 2.5.3. 

2.4.3 Exploiting Inter-Warp Uniform Vector Instructions 

Different warps may perform the same computations. To exploit such inter-warp uniform 

vector instructions, we propose to leverage the idea of instruction reuse [51], which was 

proposed to reduce repeating computations in CPU architecture. In each SM, we add an 

instruction reuse buffer (IRB), which is a cache structure with the partial PC as the tag. Each 

entry in the data store includes opcode, three source operand values and one destination 

operand value. Here, we focus on instruction reuse only for intra-warp uniform vector 

instructions. Otherwise, for an arbitrary vector instruction, we have to compare the source 

operands for all 32 threads with those stored in the IRB, which would incur too much 

overhead. Partial PCs are used as tags to reduce the power consumption of fully associative 

searches. To avoid possible aliases due to partial PC match, we include the opcode field in 

the data store since identical inputs and opcode ensure the same outputs. Therefore, a hit in 

IRB means that both the partial PC and opcode match. 

The IRB is accessed during the Register Read (RR) stage. If there is a hit in the IRB, the 

source operand values from the IRB will be compared with those read from either the first 

lane of the VRF, when our token-based design is used, or the SRF, when our SRF-based 
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design is used. If all the source operands match, the execution stage will be skipped and the 

destination operand value from the IRB will be used to update either the first lane of the VRF 

or the SRF. If the source operand values do not match, the instruction will be executed in the 

first SP and the result will be used to update the corresponding IRB entry. If the PC misses in 

the IRB, the least-recently-used (LRU) replacement policy is used to find a victim entry in 

the IRB. 

2.4.4 Leveraging Uniform Vector Instructions for Reliability Enhancement 

As discussed in previous section, reliability is an important issue for general purpose 

computation on GPUs (GPGPU). Both intra- and inter-warp uniform vector instructions can 

be leveraged for hardware error detection. For intra-warp uniform vector instructions, we 

choose to use two vector lanes (or two SPs) to carry out the computation and compare them 

before updating the register file. Furthermore, we also store two copies of a scalar value to 

protect the VRF against errors. In our token-based design, the two copies can be stored in the 

first two lanes of the VRF. For our SRF-based design, one copy is stored in the SRF and the 

other is stored in the first lane of the VRF. Adding parity bits to each 32-bit scalar value is 

another option to detect errors in either the VRF or the SRF. Redundant data storage, 

however, adds error correction capability when used together with the parity protection: 

when two copies differ, the parity bit detects which one is uncorrupted.  

For inter-warp uniform vector instructions, we propose to protect the IRB with parity bits 

so as to protect the ALUs in an indirect manner. In this scheme, we add 1 parity bit for each 

IRB entry. For an instruction with uniform vector operands, if its PC hits in the IRB and an 

error is detected in the IRB entry using the parity bit, the instruction will be executed and the 

IRB will be updated accordingly. When there is no error detected in IRB, the ALU 

computation is skipped. This way, the ALUs become less vulnerable to errors as they are 

being used less often to carry out computations. 

Since redundant computations or parity bit checks are performed in parallel with original 

computations, there is no performance impact. The additional energy spent on redundant 

computations is analyzed in Section 2.5.4. 
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2.5 Experimental Methodology 
We modified GPGPUsim V3.0.1 [4] to model our proposed schemes to exploit intra- and 

inter-warp uniform vector instructions. Our baseline GPU configuration, modeled based on 

NVIDIA GTX285 GPUs, is shown in Table 1. The default SIMD width (or NumSP) is 8 and 

we vary this parameter in Section 2.5.3. In our experiments, we use an 8-entry IRB for inter-

warp uniform vector instructions. Each IRB entry contains a 10-bit partial PC as the tag, 

three 32-bit source values, one 32-bit destination value, a 3-bit LRU field, and an 8-bit 

opcode field. In total, the hardware overhead of an instruction reuse buffer is 8*(10 + 3*32 + 

32 + 3 + 8) = 1192 bits. For our SRF-based design, a SRF of 128 scalar registers (= 128*32 = 

4096 bits) and a renaming table of 512 entries (512*7=3584 bits) are used. Compared to 

other resources shown in Table 1, such hardware overhead is quite limited. We examine the 

impact of these parameters in Section 2.5.3. 

  

Table 1. The baseline GPU configuration. 
Shader core frequency 1.3GHz 

Number of SMs 30 
Warp size 32 

SIMD width(i.e., NumSP) 8 /16  
Max. num. of thread 

blocks/threads per SM 
8 thread blocks/1024 threads 

Register file 64KB 
Shared memory 16 KB 

L1 cache  8-way set assoc. 64B cache block 
(48KB in total) 

L2 Cache 8-way set assoc. 64B (256kb per 
MEM channel) 

Number of MEM channels 16 
GDDR Memory 8 banks, 800Mhz, total 

bandwidth: 200GB/S,   TCL = 
10, TRP = 10, TRCD = 12 

 
 

Table 2. Area and energy consumption of the proposed components 
 Area 

(mm2) 
Static Power 
(W) 

Energy per 
access/operation (J) 

VRF 2.44 0.09 2.46/5.82 E -12 
SRF 0.005 0.001 1.76/1.62 E -13 

 

To analyze power/energy consumption, we instrumented the GPGPUsim to collect the 

statistics including vector register file accesses, ALU operations, different types of memory 
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accesses, the number of IRB accesses and the number of SRF accesses. We then modified 

McPAT [36] using the similar approach to GPUWattch [33] to compute the area overhead 

and energy/power consumption. The resulting area and the energy per access of the VRF and 

the SRF using the 40nm technology are shown in Table 2. The energy consumption for 

different ALU operations is extracted from GPUWattch.  

We select 13 benchmarks from Nvidia CUDA SDK [45], the Rodinia benchmark suite 

[8] and GPGPUsim to cover a wide range of application domains. The inputs to the 

benchmarks, the total number of scalar instructions as well as the baseline performance 

measured with instructions per cycle (IPC) are shown in Table 3. 

 

Table 3. The benchmarks used for evaluation. 
Benchmarks Inputs Total inst. IPC 
N-Queen solver (NQU)  32 0.78M 89.3 
Vector add (VA) (512, 512) 5.5M 207.5 
Fast Fourier Trans. (FFT)  (128, 128) 14M 164.1 
Convolution (CONV)  (512, 512) 157M 220.2 
Breadth first search (BFS)  4096 11M 12.2 
Matrix Multiply (MM)  (128,80) 2M 135.2 
MersenneTwister (MT)  48000000 1478M 122.9 
ScalarProduct (SP)  524288 28M 177.1 
Ray Tracing (RAY)  (512, 512) 123M 193.6 
dxtc (DT)  1024 573M 215.6 
HeartWall(HT)  (512,1) 4M 169.8 
HotSpot (HS)  (512, 2, 2) 103M 182.3 
PathFinder(PF)  100000 582M 209.0 

 

2.6 Experimental Results 

2.6.1 Performance Impact from Eliminating Uniform Vector Instructions 

In the first experiment, we examine the performance impact of eliminating both intra- and 

inter-warp uniform instructions. As we propose two designs for intra-warp uniform 

instructions, we present the results in Figures 5 and 6, for the token-based design and the 

SRF-based design, respectively. In either figure, we also report the cases when only intra-

warp uniform vector instructions are exploited (labeled ‘Intra’), when only inter-warp 
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uniform vector instructions are exploited (labeled ‘Inter), and when both are exploited 

(‘labeled ‘Combined’). When exploiting only inter-warp uniform vector instructions, either 

the token-based design or the SRF-based design is still used for detecting intra-warp uniform 

vector instructions. However, if such an intra-warp uniform vector instruction does not hit in 

the IRB, it is not converted to scalar operations so as to isolate the performance impacts.  

We first examine the performance impact from exploiting intra-warp uniform vector 

instructions. As discussed in Section 2.3.1, converting an intra-warp uniform vector 

instruction to a scalar one can improve the instruction issue rate to one scalar instruction 

every cycle. In our baseline GPU model, the warp scheduler in an SM has an issue rate of 

one vector instruction every 4 cycles. Therefore, for an application with sufficient thread-

level parallelism (TLP), eliminating more intra-warp uniform vector instructions can result in 

more independent instructions being issued more promptly, thereby achieving higher 

performance. This is the case for the benchmarks CONV, MT, SP, DT, HS, and PF. On the 

other hand, when the performance of a workload is limited by the off-chip memory access 

bandwidth, as for the benchmarks, VA, FFT, BFS and HT, the performance gains are limited 

although VA and FFT have a high amount of redundant operations due to intra-warp uniform 

vector instructions, as shown in Figure 2. For the benchmark, RAY, many of its intra-warp 

uniform vector instructions are long latency ones. Converting them to scalar ones will not 

reduce such latency and their dependent instructions are still stalled. Therefore, its 

performance gain (8.6%), although not trivial, is not proportional to its high ratio of 

redundant operations (34.5%) shown in Figure 2. The benchmarks, NQU and MM have a 

relatively small ratio of intra-warp uniform vector instructions. Consequently, their 

performance gains are also small.  
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Figure 5. Performance gains from eliminating uniform vector instructions. The token-based 

design is used to handle intra-warp uniform vector instructions. 

 

 
Figure 6. Performance gains from eliminating uniform vector instructions. The SRF-based 

design is used to handle intra-warp uniform vector instructions. 

 

Between the token-based and the SRF-based designs, most benchmarks show similar 

performance gains from eliminating intra-warp uniform vector instructions, except a few like 

CONV, SP, and PF. The reason is that the detected intra-warp uniform instructions in these 

benchmarks define many different vector registers. Therefore, there is a high pressure on the 

SRF. Once the SRF is used up, subsequently detected intra-warp uniform vector instructions 

are not utilized. In Section 2.5.3, we show that these benchmarks require a 256-entry SRF to 

achieve similar performance to the token-based design. On average using GM, leveraging 
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intra-warp uniform vector instructions using the token-based design and the SRF-based 

design achieves 7.4% and 6.7% performance improvement, respectively. 

For inter-warp uniform vector instructions, our proposed IRB can reduce the execution 

latency as well as improve the instruction issue rate, as discussed in Section 2.3.2. Among 

the benchmarks, FFT, RAY, HS and PF, show impressive performance gains as they have 

significant amount of inter-warp uniform vector instructions and most of them are long 

latency ones. In general, the performance gains closely follow the ratio of the inter-warp 

uniform vector instructions, shown in Figure 2. The only exception is VA. Although VA has 

a high inter-warp uniform vector instruction ratio of 28.5%, the performance gain from 

skipping them is 7.3%. The reason is that most of these instructions are short latency ALU 

operations such as SHL (shift left) and AND, while the overall performance for VA is 

dominated by memory bandwidth. As discussed in Section 2.3.2, the IRB is only accessed 

when an instruction has been detected as an intra-warp uniform vector instruction. Therefore, 

different designs to detect intra-warp uniform vector instructions also have an impact on IRB 

effectiveness. As the token-based design captures more intra-warp uniform vector 

instructions, there are more hits in the IRB, thereby performing better than the SRF-based 

design. On average, exploiting only inter-warp uniform vector instruction achieves the 

performance gains of 8.1% and 7.2%, using the token-based design and the SRF-based 

design, respectively.  

When eliminating both intra- and inter-warp uniform vector instructions, the performance 

gains are typically smaller than the sum of those by exploiting the two separately. The reason 

is that IRB exploits part of the intra-warp uniform vector instructions. Overall, as shown in 

Figures 5 and 6, our proposed token based and SRF-based designs improve the performance 

by up to 23.9% (PF), and 12.0% and 10.7% on average, respectively. Note that for 

benchmarks CONV, DT and PF, the resulting performance actually exceeds the theoretical 

maximum IPC (240 = 8 SP per SM * 30 SMs). The reason is that our scheme only takes 1 

cycle to ‘execute’ an inter-warp uniform vector instruction for 32 threads, thereby having an 
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IPC of 32. Similarly, for an intra-warp uniform vector instruction, it takes one cycle to issue 

rather than 4 cycles, which also essentially increases the IPC from 8 to 32 for this cycle.  

As discussed in Section 2.2.3, in the case of a uniform vector register re-define under a 

control divergent path, we resort to our proposed copy-on-write solution. This leads to one 

extra copy instruction to be issued and executed. Next, we examine how often such cases 

happen. In Figure 7, we report the ratio of the overall number of copy instructions inserted 

over the overall number of dynamic vector instructions. From the figure, we can see that 

many benchmarks have no such cases. The benchmark FFT has the highest ratio of 0.044% 

and the average is 0.010%. Therefore, there is no noticeable impact from these extra copy 

instructions. 

 

 
Figure 7. The ratio of extra copy instructions introduced over the overall number of dynamic 

vector instructions. 

 

2.6.2 Energy Savings from Eliminating Uniform Vector Instructions 

Our proposed schemes achieve energy savings in three ways: (a) reducing execution time 

results in static energy savings, (b) converting an intra-warp uniform vector instruction to a 

scalar one eliminates (warpsize – 1) redundant computations as well as associated register 

file accesses, and (c) eliminating an inter-warp uniform vector instruction eliminate 1 
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results over the baseline GPU in Figure 8 for both the token-based design (‘labeled ‘token’) 

and the SRF-based design (labeled ‘SRF’). 

From Figure 8, we can see that eliminating both intra- and inter-warp redundant 

operations results in an average of  14.7% and 13.6% dynamic energy reduction using the 

SRF-based design and the token-based design, respectively. The SRF-based design saves 

more dynamic energy than the token based design. The reason is that the SRF-based design 

replaces VRF accesses with SRF accesses. Among the benchmarks, the benchmark, VA, has 

the highest dynamic energy reduction (36.0%) due to its high ratio (42.4%) of redundant 

operations shown in Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 8. Dynamic energy consumption of our approaches normalized over the baseline GPU.  

 

The structures that we introduced for our approaches, including the 8-entry IRB and the 

128-entry SRB, are quite small, less than 0.01% based on the area estimation using McPAT, 

compared to existing the 8 ALUs, the VRF, and caches in an SM. Therefore, the static energy 

savings follows very closely with the execution time reduction or performance gains. As a 

result, we only show the total energy consumption for our two designs in Figures 9 and 10. 

Similar to our performance results, we also report the normalized energy consumption for the 

case when only the intra-warp uniform vector instructions are exploited (labeled ‘Intra’), and 

when only the inter-warp uniform vector instructions are exploited (labeled ‘Inter’), and 

when both types of uniform vector instructions are exploited (labeled ‘Combined’). 
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Figure 9. Normalized total energy consumption when using the token-based design to handle 

intra-warp uniform vector instructions. 

 

 
Figure 10. Normalized total energy consumption when using the SRF-based design to handle 

intra-warp uniform vector instructions. 

 

From Figures 9 and 10, we can see that the intra-warp uniform vector instruction removal 

reduces the total energy consumption by 9.8% and 10.3% on average, for the token-based 

design and the SRF-based design, respectively. Eliminating inter-warp uniform vector 

instructions reduces the total energy consumption by 8.0% and 7.6%, for the two designs, 

respectively. When both intra- and inter-warp uniform vector instructions are exploited, the 

token design shows slightly higher energy saving (12.7%) than the SRF design (12.2%). 

2.6.3 Design Space Exploration 
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Figure 11. The performance impact of the SRF size. 

 

In our first experiment, we analyze the impact of the SRF size in the SRF-based design. 

We vary the SRF from 16to 256 registers. The results in Figure 11 show that for many of the 

applications including NQU, VA, FFT, BFS, MM, MT, RAY and DT, a SRF with 64 entries 

captures most of the uniform vector instructions. For remaining workloads, including CONV, 

HT, HS SP, and PF, the performance improves as we increase the number of entries. A 256-

entry SRF performs almost the same as the unlimited one, which is equivalent to our token-

based design. 

In our second experiment, we analyze the performance impact of IRB. We vary the IRB 

size from 2 to 16 and the results in Figure 12 show that the average performance gains of the 

token-based design are 10.8%, 11.5%, 12.0% and 12.3% for the IRB size of 2, 4, 8 and 16, 

respectively. Therefore, we choose the reuse buffer size as 8 as the cost effective solution. 

The key reason why small IRBs (even with 2 entries) work well is that different warps make 

similar progress under the round-robin scheduling policy. After one inter-warp uniform 

vector instruction is detected from a leading warp and stored in the IRB, it will be quickly 

used by other warps. It is seldom the case that the warps have such different execution speeds 

that different warps detect and use a highly different set of inter-warp uniform vector 

instructions.  
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Figure 12. The performance impact of the IRB size. 

 

In our third experiment, we investigate the impact of SIMD width (i.e., NumSP) on the 

effectiveness of our proposed approaches. In order to keep the same ALU-to-MEM 

bandwidth ratio when we increase NumSP from 8 to 16 (i.e., there are 16 SPs in each SM), 

we reduce the number of SMs from 30 to 15. The performance gains from eliminating only 

intra-warp uniform vector instructions (labeled ‘Intra’), from eliminating only inter-warp 

uniform vector instructions (labeled ‘Inter’), and eliminating both types of uniform vector 

instructions (labeled ‘Combined’) using the token-based design are shown in Figure 13. 

Here, the performance improvement is over the GPU with 15 SMs and 16 SPs per SM. 

 

 
Figure 13. The performance improvement from eliminating uniform vector instructions on a 

GPU with 15 SMs and 16 SPs per SM. 
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From Figure 13, we can see that when NumSP is increased to 16, the performance gains 

from eliminating intra-warp uniform vector instructions become marginal. There are two 

reasons for this impact. First, with NumSP increased from 8 to 16, the baseline instruction 

issue rate is improved from one instruction every four cycles into one instruction every two 

cycles. Although converting an intra-warp uniform vector instruction into a scalar one can 

improve the issue rate to one instruction every cycle, the room for improvement is reduced. 

Second, as each SM has more SPs, it requires more concurrent threads to run on each SM to 

fully utilize the increased number of SPs. Therefore, the insufficient TLP becomes the 

performance bottleneck rather than the instruction issue rate. On the other hand, with 

increased NumSP, we are able to achieve higher performance benefits from exploiting inter-

warp uniform vector instructions for most benchmarks. The reason is that with more SPs, 

each SM requires more concurrent threads to hide execution latencies. For example, 

considering an instruction with 4 cycle latency, with 8 SPs per SM, the execution latency can 

be completely hidden when there is just 1 warp running on the SM. With 16 SPs per SM, in 

comparison, it requires 2 warps to hide the 4 cycle execution latency. With our IRB 

approach, if an instruction hits in the IRB, its execution can be skipped and the latency is 

reduced to 1 cycle. Therefore, it lowers the requirement on TLP and becomes more 

beneficial. One interesting anomaly is the benchmark MT, for which exploiting inter-warp 

uniform vector instructions leads to a 3.1% performance degradation. We looked into this 

benchmark and discovered that the performance loss is due to longer memory access latency 

resulting from decreased DRAM row access locality [31]. The DRAM row access locality 

means the average number of row accesses after a row is activated. The reason for such 

reduced row access locality is due to the fact that with our IRB approach, some warps, if 

their instructions hit in the IRB, make faster progress than others. Combined with the round-

robin scheduling policy, the memory access sequence from different warps is altered, leading 

to such an anomaly.  

Overall, when NumSP is 16, an average of 0.3%, 8.2%, and 8.5% performance 

improvement is achieved from eliminating only intra-warp uniform vector instruction, from 
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eliminating only inter-warp uniform vector instruction, and from eliminating both types of 

uniform vector instructions, respectively.  

We also study the energy savings when NumSP is increased to 16. Our results show that 

dynamic energy savings are not affected when NumSP is increased. It is expected as 

changing NumSP does not affect the amount of the redundant operations from uniform 

vector instructions. Static energy savings, in contrast, are directly proportional to execution 

time reduction. On average, with NumSP as 16, our token-based approach show an 13.6% 

reduction in dynamic energy, an 7.8%  reduction in static energy, and a 10.0%  reduction in 

total energy. 

2.6.4 Leveraging Uniform Vector Instructions for Reliability Enhancement 

In this experiment, we study the effectiveness of the opportunistic reliability 

improvement approach discussed in Section 2.3.3. Figure 14 shows how often the ALUs can 

be protected against hardware errors during execution. The reliability coverage is computed 

as the average ratio of (number of scalar ALU operations that are protected using redundancy 

from uniform vector instructions / overall number of scalar ALU operations). In Figure 14, 

we present the results for both the token-based design and the SRF-based design. 

Redundancy from both intra- and inter-warp uniform instructions is exploited in either 

design.  

From Figure 14, we can see that either design is able to protect a significant amount of 

ALU operations, up to 42.9% (VA) and an average of 19.5% or 21.1%. The token-based 

design has higher coverage for CONV, SP, and PF, for the same reason as discussed in 

Section 2.5.2 that these applications require a SRF with more than 128 scalar registers. 

Therefore, it has higher coverage on average. 
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Figure 14. Reliability coverage of ALUs by leveraging the redundancy in uniform vector 
instructions. 

 

We also study the reliability coverage for the data stored in the VRFs. The coverage is 

computed as follows. In each cycle, we identify the live vector registers, meaning that they 

will be used later on as source operands, in a VRF and determine how many live vector 

registers are protected using the redundancy provided from detected uniform vector 

instructions (i.e., identical copies of the same data). The average ratio of two accumulated 

numbers, i.e., the total number of protected live vector register / the total number of live 

registers, across multiple SMs throughout the execution time, is the reported coverage shown 

in Figure 15.  
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Figure 15. Reliability coverage of vector register files by leveraging the redundancy in uniform 
vector instructions. 

 

From Figure 15, we can see that the token-based design can protect up to 40.0% and 

14.1% on average of the live registers in VRFs. For the benchmark BFS, although there 

exists a non-trivial amount of uniform vector instructions as shown in Figure 2, its reliability 

coverage for the VRFs is minimal (0.1%). The reason is that most of the uniform vector 

instructions in BFS define and redefine a very limited set of the vector registers. The small 

number of protected vector register combined with short live time result in such a low 

coverage. For the benchmarks MM and MT, the protected vector registers have relatively 

long live time. Therefore, their reliability coverage for VRFs is higher than it for ALUs 

shown in Figure 14. In contrast, for the benchmark VA, although it has very high ALU 

coverage, the coverage for VRFs is lower due to the short live time of the protected vector 

registers. The SRF-based design has lower VRF reliability coverage than the token-based 

design for the same reason as discussed above for ALU reliability.  

As discussed in Section 2.3.3, the redundancy checks have no performance overhead. 

Therefore, we focus on the dynamic energy consumption impact from such redundant 

computations and storage. The results are shown in Figure 16 for both the token based and 

the SRF-based designs compared to the same approaches without redundancy checks. 
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Figure 16.  The overhead for redundancy checks in dynamic energy consumption. 

 

From Figure 16, we can see that either the token-based design or the SRF-based design 

can offer reliability coverage for ALUs and VRFs at very little overhead on dynamic energy 

consumption with an average of 0.29% and 0.17%, respectively. Such results can be 

expected as we only add one additional scalar ALU computation to protect a vector ALU 

instruction and one VRF lane access to store the redundant data. In other words, with the 

warp size as 32, converting an intra-warp uniform vector instruction to a scalar operation 

(i.e., without redundancy checks) saves 31 scalar computations while converting an intra-

warp uniform vector instruction to two scalar operations (i.e., one for redundancy checking) 

saves 30 scalar computations. The difference is very small. When total energy is considered, 

the overhead of the token-based design and the SRF-based design is 0.14% and 0.08%, 

respectively.  

Overall, with our proposed approaches to exploit both intra- and inter-warp uniform 

vector instructions, we can achieve 12.0% performance gains, 12.6% energy savings, along 

with 21.1% reliability coverage for ALUs and 14.1% reliability coverage for VRFs. 

2.7 Related	  Work	  

It has been observed that there are identical computations across multiple threads in both 

CPUs  and GPUs [9][21]. In [9], such scalar behavior in GPU workloads is referred to as 

uniform vectors. Compiler analysis approaches have been proposed in [7][10][11][37] to 

identify uniform vectors. A hardware approach, similar to our token-based design, is also 

presented in [10] to detect intra-warp uniform vector instructions. Compared to [10], the 
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novelty of this work includes (1) we introduce inter-warp uniform vector instructions and 

exploit them with instruction reuse; (2) we show that converting an intra-warp uniform 

vector instruction to a scalar one can improve the instruction issue rate so as to improve 

performance; (3) we propose a new SRF-based design to exploit intra-warp uniform vector 

instructions; (4) we propose to leverage the redundancy from uniform vector instructions to 

improve hardware reliability; and (5) we present a detailed performance, energy, as well as 

reliability analysis. As shown in Section 2.5.3, with high SIMD widths, the performance 

benefits from intra-warp uniform vector instructions become very limited while inter-warp 

uniform vector instructions provide more performance gains. Compared to compiler 

approaches for uniform vector identification (i.e., scalarization), our proposed hardware 

approach is more effective to detect intra-warp uniform vector instructions from potentially 

control divergent code as discussed in Section 2.2.2. On the other hand, our proposed 

approach to leverage inter-warp uniform vector instructions can work with either compiler- 

or hardware-based intra-warp uniform vector detection.    

Instruction reuse is exploited in [19] for opportunistic soft error detection in CPUs. In this 

work, we adopt the instruction reuse idea to improve performance and reliability as well as 

reduce energy consumption for GPUs. 

2.8 Conclusions	  

In this paper, we show that in many GPU applications, besides (intra-warp) uniform 

vector instructions observed in previous work, there exists a significant amount of inter-warp 

uniform vector instructions. We propose detailed architectural designs to exploit both types 

of uniform vector instructions. For a detected intra-warp uniform vector instruction, we 

convert it into a scalar operation and propose different ways to store the scalar register data. 

For inter-warp uniform vector instructions, we leverage instruction reuse to skip 

computations so as to reduce instruction execution latency as well as energy consumption. 

We also exploit the redundancy in uniform vector instructions to provide opportunistic 

reliability enhancement. 
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Our experiments show that the proposed approaches can achieve an average of 12.0% 

performance gains and 12.7% energy savings at very little hardware cost. Also, we show that 

with a little less energy savings (12.6%) and the same performance gains (12.0%), we can 

protect 21.1% ALU operations and 14.1% live vector registers. 
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Chapter	  3	  

3. WarpMan:	   Warp-‐level	   Resource	  
Management	   for	   High	   Throughput	   GPU	  
Architecture	  

	  

3.1 Introduction	  

Graphics processing units (GPU) or single-instruction multiple- thread (SIMT) 

architectures mainly rely on thread-level parallelism (TLP) to achieve high computational 

throughput and high energy efficiency. In state-of-art GPUs, threads are organized in a two-

level hierarchy: multiple threads are grouped into a thread block (TB), and many TBs 

constitute a thread grid. Lightweight synchronization and data communication through 

shared memory are supported among the threads in the same TB. Although the details of 

GPU resource management are not disclosed, to the best of our knowledge from literature 

[6][30][39][53][54] and microarchitectural simulators [4] as well as verified with our 

experiments on actual GPUs (Section 3.2), GPUs manage their resources mainly at the TB 

granularity for general purpose GPU computing: a TB is dispatched to a streaming 

multiprocessor (SM) if it can allocate all the required resources of a TB, including the 

register file, the shared memory, the warp scheduler entries, etc. All the allocated resources 

for a TB are released when all the threads or warps in the TB complete execution.  
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In this paper, we make the key observation that the TB-level resource management can 

severely limit the TLP, i.e., the number of actively running threads or warps, which can be 

supported by the hardware. There are two fundamental reasons. First, as the threads in a TB 

are formed into multiple warps, in the absence of synchronizations each warp is executed 

independently to each other and different warps in a TB can finish at quite different times. In 

this paper, we refer to this divergent behavior as ‘warp-level divergence’. Due to the TB-

level resource management, the resources allocated to early completed warps are essentially 

wasted as they need to wait for the longest running warp in the same TB to complete. Such 

resource underutilization can be viewed as ‘temporal resource underutilization’ as the 

resources are allocated but not reclaimed and reused promptly. We characterize warp-level 

divergence and temporal resource underutilization on a variety of applications and show that 

there exists a high potential if we can reclaim the resources of these early completed warps.  

Second, TB-level resource management leads to resource fragmentation. Given a fixed 

size of a physical resource, e.g., a 128kB register file (or 32k 32-bit scalar registers) in an 

SM, if a TB needs 9k registers (or 36kB), the register file will limit the maximal number of 

TBs to be dispatched to the SM to be 3. As the remaining part of the register file (128kB –

3*36kB = 20kB or 5k registers) is not sufficient to support another TB, it will be always un-

utilized. Such resource underutilization can be viewed as ‘spatial resource underutilization’ 

as the resource is never allocated. Besides the register files, the spatial resource 

underutilization will also happen for shared memory as well as the warp scheduler, which is 

designed for the maximal number of threads/warps on an SM.     

In this paper, we propose a novel warp-level resource management scheme, referred to as 

‘WarpMan’, to overcome the limitations of TB-level resource management. Our proposed 

approach enables a warp to be dispatched and executed in an SM if it has enough resources 

for a warp. Moreover, a warp can release its allocated resources as soon as it finishes 

execution. This way, we effectively increase the number of actively running warps without 

actually increasing the size of any critical physical resource including the register file, the 

shared memory, the maximal number of threads, and the maximal number of TBs on an SM. 
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In other words, we simply make more efficient use of existing resources. We present our 

proposed architectural support for WarpMan and show that it only incurs minor changes to 

the existing hardware for TB-level resource management. 

We observe that in some cases, increasing the number of actively running warps may 

cause contentions at caches as well as off-chip row buffers, thereby hurting performance. 

Both an SM-dueling technique and a heuristic-based approach are proposed to address this 

issue.  

We model our proposed approach in GPGPUSim V3.2.0. Our experimental results based 

on the configuration of NVIDIA GTX480 GPUs show that our approach can greatly improve 

the performance for a variety of benchmarks, up to 76.0% and 17.8% on average, and reduce 

energy consumption by up to 21.7% and 7.3% on average. 

Overall, our work makes the following contributions. (1) We highlight the limitations of 

TB-level resource management; (2) we characterize warp-level divergence and reveal the 

fundamental reasons for such divergent behavior; (3) we propose our warp-level resource 

management scheme and show that it can be implemented with minor hardware changes to 

existing hardware; (4) we show that our proposed solution is highly effective and achieves 

significant performance improvements and energy savings. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 3.2 gives a brief background of 

GPU computing and presents our experiments on actual GPUs to confirm that TB-level 

resource management is employed in state-of-art GPUs. Section 3.3 dissects the limitations 

of TB-level resource management. Section 3.4 describes our architectural designs for 

WarpMan. Our experimental methodology and results are addressed in Section 3.5 and 

Section 3.6, respectively. Related works are discussed in Section 3.7. Section 3.8 concludes 

the paper.  

3.2 Background	  

State-of-art GPUs exploits many-core architecture. A GPU has multiple streaming 

multiprocessors (SMs)/computer units (CUs) using the NVIDIA/AMD terminology. Each 
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SM/CU includes one or more arrays of streaming processors (SPs)/thread processors (TPs). 

Each array of SPs/TPs follow the same instruction multiple data (SIMD) paradigm to execute 

a batch of threads/work items at a time. Such a batch of threads/work items is referred to as a 

warp/wavefront in NVIDIA/AMD architecture. Threads/work items of a GPU program 

follow the same program multiple data (SPMD) programming model. A typical general-

purpose GPU program, also called a GPU kernel, is expected to have a large number, 

thousands or millions, of threads/work items. In order to manage such a high number of 

threads/work items, threads/work items are first grouped into thread blocks 

(TBs)/workgroups. Many TBs/workgroups are then organized into a grid. Threads/work 

items in the same TB/workgroup are executed on the same SM so that they can communicate 

with each other using the on-chip shared memory in the SM. As a result, a TB/workgroup is 

the basic unit to be dispatched to a SM/CU. In other words, GPUs allocate and release 

resources at the TB/workgroup granularity. 

Note that the details of GPU resource management in commercial GPUs have not been 

disclosed even with a careful search for related patents. In research literature [6] 

[30][39][53][54] and detailed microarchitectural simulators [4], TB-level resource 

management is widely used. With TB-level resource management, a GPU kernel dispatcher 

maintains the GPU kernel information, which includes the overall number of TBs, the next 

TB identifier (id) to be dispatched, and other related information. When a GPU kernel is 

launched, or a TB is completed in a SM, the kernel dispatcher will check whether the 

required resources of a TB can be satisfied by one of the SMs. These resources include the 

shared memory, the number of registers, and the number of warps in a TB. If all these 

resources requirements are satisfied by an SM, one TB will be dispatched onto it. Then, the 

kernel dispatcher will update the next TB id to be dispatched. After a TB is dispatched onto 

the SM, all the warps of the TB are eligible for execution. All the allocated resources are not 

released until all the warps in a TB have finished execution. 
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Figure 17: A code example to confirm the TB-level resource management on GPUs 

 

To further confirm the TB-level resource management, we performed the following 

experiment on GTX680 (Kepler) GPUs with CUDA 5.5. The kernel code used in this 

experiment is shown in Figure 17. The grid dimension is set as 120 (i.e., 120 TBs) and the 

TB size is set as 1024 (i.e., 32 warps). The statement in line 4, ‘if(tid < 32)’ where ‘tid’ is the 

thread idx within a TB, forces the first 32 threads (or the first warp) in a TB to delay for an 

amount of time specified with the variable ‘clock_count’. The starting and ending times of all 

the threads are stored in global memory arrays. In this experiment, the variable ‘clock_count’ 

is set as (30 * deviceProp.clockRate) such that the execution time is always 30ms across 

different GPUs.  

From the execution results shown in Figure 18a, we can see that the first 16TBs (TB0-

TB15) are launched at similar times. The reason is that a GTX680 GPU has 8 SMXes and 

each SMX is capable of launching 64 warps (2 TBs) for our kernel. As shown in Figure 17, 

the first warp has the longest execution time among all the warps in each TB. In Figure 18b, 

we report the execution time of all the warps in TB0 as an example. From Figure 18, we can 

see that for each TB, although 31 warps finish execution much earlier than the warp0, a new 

TB cannot be launched until the warp0 has finished the execution. In other words, the GPU 

cannot dispatch a new TB to an SM/SMX unless all the warps from a previous TB have 

finished execution. 

1. __global__ void TB_resource_kernel(…){ 
2.    ... 
3.    clock_t start_clock = clock(); 
4.    if(tid < 32){ //tid is the threadid within a TB 
5        clock_offset = 0;  
6.        while( clock_offset < clock_count ) { 
7.            clock_offset = clock() - start_clock; 
8.       } 
9.     } 
10.    clock_t end_clock = clock(); 
11.  d_o[index] =  start_clock; //index is the global thread id 
12.  d_e[index] =  end_clock; 
13.} 
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Figure 18: Starting and ending times for different TBs/warps on a GTX 680 GPU for the kernel 
shown in Figure 1. (a) Starting times for different TBs. (b) Ending times for 32 warps in TB0. 

 

 

 
Figure 19: Starting and ending times for different TBs/warps on a GTX 480 GPU for the kernel 
shown in Figure 17. (a)Starting times for different TBs. (b) Ending times for 32 warps in TB0. 

> Using CUDA device [0]: GeForce GTX 680 
> Detected Compute SM 3.0 hardware with 8 multi-processors 
 
Starting time from clock() for all the TBs: 
TB0.     17889115 
TB1.     17887618 
            …. 
TB15    17885561 
TB16:   51608319 
TB17:   51609640 
 …. 

> Using CUDA device [0]: GeForce GTX 480 
> Detected Compute SM 2.0 hardware with 15 multi-processors 
 
Starting time from clock() for all the TBs: 
TB0.     16215686        
TB1.     16215694  
            …. 
TB14    16215904  
TB15:   58246444  
TB16:   58246444  
 …. 

Ending time from clock() for the first TB: 
Warp0.     58245996  
Warp1.     16216170  
Warp2.     16216176 
            …. 
Warp31    16216174  

(a) 

(b) 

Ending time from clock() for the first TB: 
Warp0.     51608154 
Warp1.     17887618 
Warp2.     17885322 
            …. 
Warp31    17885561 
  

(a) 

(b) 

(b) 
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We repeated the same experiment on GTX 480 GPUs and obtained very similar results, 

as shown in Figure 19, which confirm that the most recent two generations of Nvidia GPUs 

employ the TB-level resource management. 

 

3.3 Limitations	  of	  Thread-‐block	  Level	  resource	  management	  

3.3.1 Spatial Resource Underutilization Due To Thread-Block Level Resource 

Allocation 

As described in Section 3.2, during TB dispatch, an SM tries to allocate the necessary 

resources at the TB granularity. Therefore, an SM cannot launch a TB unless its available 

resources can accommodate the whole TB. In other words, no partial TB can be dispatched to 

an SM. This can result in resource fragmentation or un-utilized resources. We refer to this 

type of resource underutilization as spatial resource underutilization. On an SM, the critical 

resources, which can be spatially underutilized due to the TB-level resource allocation, 

include the register file, the shared memory, and the warp scheduler, whose size determines 

the maximal number of threads/warps that can run on an SM. Next, we use the register file 

resource as an example and analyze a set of GPU applications (see Section 3.5 for 

methodology). Among these applications, six benchmarks, RS, HS, RAY, MM, NN and CT, 

are sensitive to the register file size as the number of TBs that can be dispatched to an SM, 

i.e., TLP, is determined by their register usage. Another three benchmarks, SN, SR and PF, 

are not register file sensitive and the maximal number of TBs that can be dispatched is 

limited instead by the number of threads in a TB (i.e., the warp scheduler size limits the 

number of TBs to be dispatched to an SM). For the remaining benchmarks, ST and MC, the 

maximal number of TBs to be dispatched to an SM is limited by both its register usage and 

the number of threads in a TB. Among the benchmarks, six of them use the shared memory 

but the shared memory size (48KB per SM) is not the limiting factor for TLP. 

Figure 20 shows the ratio of the number of registers allocated for the dispatched TBs on 

an SM over the total number of registers on the SM for different applications. In this 
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experiment, we use the configuration of NVIDIA GTX 480 GPUs: the register file size is 

128kB; the maximal number of threads that can run on an SM is 1536; and the maximal 

number of TBs to be dispatched to an SM is 8. For each benchmark, we include the number 

of TBs that can be dispatched to an SM besides the benchmark name. Different colors are 

used in Figure 20 to represent the registers allocated for different TBs. 

From Figure 20, we can see that many applications do not fully utilize the precious 

register resource. For the benchmarks in our study, an average, using the geometric mean 

(GM), of 29.4% of registers is not used at all during program execution. This observation is 

also made in [39] and used for static energy savings. Our new and interesting observation is 

that even for the register file sensitive applications, i.e., the applications that would benefit 

from large register files, the register file remains underutilized and the fundamental reason is 

due to TB-level resource management. For the benchmark, RS, each of its TBs needs 11776 

registers (or 35.9% of the register file). Therefore, each SM can support two TBs and the 

remaining 28.1% register file (or 9216 registers) is un-utilized. The other four benchmarks, 

MM, SN, RAY and NN, also show similar behavior to RS, and 6.3%, 18.0%, 25.0% and 

6.7% of the registers are never used in each SM, respectively. For the remaining register file 

sensitive application, CT, although its TLP is limited by its register usage, the un-utilized 

register number is very small (512 registers or 1.6% of the total register file). Overall, due to 

such coarse grained register allocation, on average, 13.6% of the total registers are unutilized 

for these six register file sensitive benchmarks (labeled as ‘GM_reg’ in Figure 20). For MC 

and ST, as their TLP is limited by both the registers and the warp scheduler size (i.e., the 

maximal number of threads), a larger register file alone will not enable more TBs to be 

dispatched to an SM. For the benchmarks that are not register file sensitive, including SN, 

SR, and PF, although a significant part of register file is un-utilized, the register file is not the 

resource bottleneck for higher TLP anyway. In other words, enlarging the register file will 

result in more idle registers. 
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Figure 20. The ratio of allocated number of registers over the total number of registers. The 
number besides the benchmark name is the number of TBs that can run on an SM, 
simultaneously. 

 

3.3.2 Temporal Resource Underutilization Due To Thread-Block Level 

Resource Release and Reallocation 

TB-level resource management requires that all the allocated resources for a TB are 

released only when all the threads/warps in the same TB finish the execution. At run-time, 

although the warps in the same TB start at the same time, they may take different amounts of 

execution times to complete. We refer to this behavior as warp-level divergence as opposed 

to the well-known branch divergence or thread-level divergence. Next, we characterize warp-

level divergence and reveal that it can be caused by: (1) input-dependent workload 

imbalance; (2) code-dependent workload imbalance; (3) execution divergence such as 

memory divergence; and (4) warp-scheduling policies.  

To quantify the impact of warp-level divergence, we propose the following metric. First, 

for a TB with N warps, we collect the execution time for each of its warps, Ti for warp i. The 

longest execution time among the warps in the TB is denoted as maxT. Then, we accumulate 

the wasted time for all the warps in the TB as ∑(maxT-Ti) and then normalize the sum to 

(N*maxT). The resulting ratio, ∑( maxT-Ti) / (N*maxT), essentially represents how much 

resource is wasted due to warp-level divergence. Therefore, we refer to it as the ratio of 
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temporal resource underutilization (RTRU). Using the benchmark RAY as an example, the 

lifetimes or execution times of all the warps in TB0, are shown in Figure 21. The RTRU for 

this TB, ∑( maxT-Ti) / (N*maxT), is the shaded area in Figure 21 (49.7%). When an 

application has many TBs, we use the geometric mean to compute the average RTRU. For 

RAY, the average RTRU among its 512 TBs is 39.2%.  

 

 
Figure 21. The lifetimes/execution times of different warps in TB0 of the benchmark RAY. The 
ratio of temporal resource underutilization (RTRU) is 49.7%. 

 

3.3.1.1 	  Input-‐dependent	  Workload	  Imbalance	  

In the SIMT programming model, different threads process different data elements based 

on their thread ids. If the program performs different operations dependent upon the input 

data values, different threads or warps will perform different operations and both thread-level 

divergence and warp-level divergence can happen. We show such an example in Figure 22 

and the code is extracted from the benchmark RAY.  
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Figure 22: A code segment from the benchmark RAY. 

 

From Figure 22, we can see that depending on the value of the input data (i.e., ‘Plane’), 

which are used in the function ‘intersectionPlan’ to compute intersection between plane and 

rays, different threads/warps may choose different control paths at the ‘if’ statement inside 

the loop, which then results in the ‘for’ loop being iterated for different numbers of times for 

different warps. Therefore, different warps may have different dynamic instruction counts 

depending on the input data. For this benchmark, the input, i.e., the objects and scene, is the 

one provided in GPGPUsim. To analyze such input-dependent workload imbalance, in 

Figure 23, we report the histogram of the dynamic instruction counts for different warps in 

the same TB.  

 
Figure 23: The histogram of per-warp dynamic instruction counts for the benchmark, RAY. 
The notation (a,b] means the range: {x|a<x<=b}. 
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__global__  render(Plane){ 
   …//Generate Ray based on thread_id and block_id; 
   int n(0), nRec(5); 
   for( int i(0); i < nRec && n == i; i++ ) { 

    … 
    t  = intersectionPlan(Ray, Plane) 
    … 
    if( t > 0.0f && t < 10000.0f ) { 

             n++; 
             …   
         }   }   } 
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From Figure 23, we can see that 52.5% of the warps execute less than 500 instructions 

while 29.6% of warps execute 1000 to 1500 instructions. About 1.9% of the warps actually 

execute 3500 to 4000 instructions. Such variances in the dynamic instruction count account 

for different warp lifetimes. For TB0, the lifetimes for its six warps are shown in Figure 21. 

As we can see from Figure 21, for the first 6000 cycles, all the warps in the TB are busy. At 

cycle 5645 and 5646, two warps complete the execution. At cycle 6731 and 6762, another 2 

warps finish execution, leaving the active warps to be 2. The longest running warp is not 

done until cycle 24332. Unfortunately, due to TB-level resource management, all the warps 

in the TB will continue occupying their resources until cycle 24332. Therefore, the ratio of 

temporal resource underutilization due to TB-level resource management for TB0, i.e., 

RTRU, is high (49.7%). 

3.3.1.2 Program-‐dependent	  Workload	  Imbalance	  

Another reason for workload imbalance among warps in a TB is due to the nature of 

programs/kernels. As discussed in Section 3.3.2.1, GPU kernels use the thread ids to 

determine the corresponding workload. It is quite common that some threads are assigned 

more workloads by design. Take the benchmark ST as an example, a segment of which is 

shown in Figure 24.The condition of the ‘if’ statement indicates that the threads with small 

ids along the X and Y directions have more work to do than those with large thread ids.  

From the histogram of per-warp dynamic instruction counts shown in Figure 25, we can 

see that there are two types of warps in ST. The first has less than 50 instructions and the 

second has around 1250 instructions. It directly corresponds to the ‘if’ statement in Figure 

24. 

 

 
Figure 24: A code example from the benchmark ST 

__global__ void block2D_reg_tiling(...) { 
    int i = blockIdx.x*blockDim.x+threadIdx.x; 
    int j = blockIdx.y*blockDim.y+threadIdx.y; 
    if( i>0 && j>0 &&(i<nx-1) &&(j<ny-1) ) { 
          … 
}} 
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Figure 25: The histogram of per-warp dynamic instruction counts for the benchmark ST. 

 

The code-dependent workload imbalance of ST leads to warp-level divergence as shown 

in Figure 26. As we can see from Figure 26, for TB0 of ST, during the first 500 cycles, all of 

its 32 warps are busy. At cycle 1663, the number of active warps drops to 8 and these 8 

warps take long time (over 24000 cycles) to execute. Therefore, the resources reserved for 

the 24 early finished warps are wasted and the RTRU is as high as 70.1% for this TB. Across 

all the 64 TBs of ST, the average RTRU is 81.7%. 
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Figure 26: The lifetimes/execution times of different warps in TB0 of the benchmark ST. The 
ratio of temporal resource underutilization (RTRU) is 70.1%. 

 

3.3.1.3 Memory	  divergence	  

Even when the workloads / dynamic instruction counts are identical for different warps in 

a TB, warp-level divergence can still happen due to run-time events such as cache 

hits/misses. 

Taking the benchmark CT as an example, although each warp executes the same number 

of instructions, different warps encounter different numbers of cache misses, which in turn 

result in different execution times. Since CT uses texture memory for its input data, in Figure 

27, we report the per-warp texture cache (T-cache) miss rate, measured in the number of 

misses per 1k instructions (MPKI), for TB (127, 23). We choose this TB rather than TB0 (or 

TB(0,0)) to make sure that the cache has been warmed up. 
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Figure 27: The texture cache miss rate, measured in MPKI, of the different warps in TB (127, 
23) of the benchmark CT. 

 

As shown in the Figure 27, there is a significant variation in T-cache rates among the 6 

warps in TB (127,23) of the benchmark CT. Warps 1, 3, 5 have high cache miss rates (188.2 

MPKI) while warp 0 and 2 has much lower cache miss rates (150.5 and 139.8 MPKI). Such 

memory divergence leads to warp-level divergence as shown in Figure 28.  

 

 
Figure 28: The lifetime/execution time of different warps in TB (127, 23) of the benchmark CT. 
The ratio of temporal resource underutilization (RTRU) is 6.4%. 
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directly proportional to the cache miss rates as TLP can hide a significant among of miss 

latency. Nevertheless, for the TB (127, 23) of the benchmark CT, memory divergence results 

in a RTRU of 6.4%. 

3.3.1.4 Warp	  scheduling	  policy	  

Another reason for warp-level divergence is due to warp scheduling policies which may 

prioritize some warps over the others in a TB. For example, the recently proposed two-level 

scheduling [18][43] tries to better overlap memory access latency with computations by 

intentionally making some warps runs somewhat faster than others. In Figure 29, we 

compare the impact from two scheduling policies, round robin (labeled as ‘RR’) and two-

level (labeled as ‘2L’). For either policy, we report the impact of the overall warp-level 

divergence (i.e., the warp-level divergence due to all the reasons discussed in Section 3.3) 

using the average RTRU across all TBs for each benchmark. As we can see from the figure, 

the benchmarks, CT, MC, RS, PF, NN and SR, show higher warp-level divergence when the 

two-level scheduling policy is used. On the other hand, the benchmark SN shows slightly less 

warp-level divergence when the two-level scheduling policy is applied. On average, when the 

two-level scheduling policy is used, the RTRU is 13.2%. When the round-robin policy is 

used, the RTRU is 11.8%.  

Considering the overall impact of warp-level divergence, among the eleven benchmarks 

in our study, ST has the highest average RTRU of 81.7%. Seven benchmarks, MC, RS, SR, 

ST, RAY, NN and MM, show significant warp-level divergence and their RTRUs are at least 

10%. Such results highlight that significant resources are wasted due to warp-level 

divergence.   
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Figure 29: Warp-level divergence measured in the ratio of temporal resource underutilization 
(RTRU) for different warp scheduling policies. 

 

3.4 WarpMan: WARP-Level Resource management	  
To overcome both the spatial and temporal resource underutilization problems of TB-

level resource management, we propose to manage the GPU resources at the warp granularity 

and we refer our proposed approach as WarpMan. The key idea is that rather than requiring 

the resource for a whole TB, as long as an SM has enough resource for one or more warps, it 

can be dispatched to the SM. In addition, once a warp in a TB finishes execution, its 

allocated resource can be released and can be used to accommodate a new warp.   

Although TB-level resource management suffers resource underutilization, it simplifies 

shared memory management as shared memory data are shared among all the threads/warps 

in a TB. To ensure the correctness and not complicate shared memory management, we keep 

TB-level shared memory management intact while enabling our warp-level management for 

other resources. In other words, the shared memory is still allocated and released at the TB 

granularity while other resources are managed at the warp granularity. For example, the 

benchmark MM uses 2kB shared memory in a TB and each TB contains 256 threads (or 8 

warps). Its register usage is 6144 registers per TB (i.e., 768 registers per warp). Given a 

register file of 32768 registers (or a 128kB register file) and 48 kB shared memory on an SM, 

one SM can run five TBs, which will use a total of 30720 registers and 10kB shared memory. 
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Our proposed WarpMan will try to enable one more TB, although a ‘partial’ one, to run on 

the SM to fully utilize the registers. To do so, it first checks whether the SM has enough 

available shared memory for one additional TB. If so, the shared memory for one TB is 

allocated and this additional TB is dispatched to the SM. As there is sufficient available 

shared memory for a TB and the unutilized 2048 (=32768 – 30720) registers can support up 

to two more warps, one more TB is dispatched to the SM. However, as only part (i.e., 2 

warps) of this TB is eligible for execution, this TB is referred to as a ‘partially dispatched’ 

TB to differentiate it from the TBs with full resource allocation. If the available shared 

memory is not sufficient for a new TB, no TB is dispatched to the SM. When a warp from 

the partially dispatched TB reaches a thread synchronization instruction, i.e., 

__syncthreads(), it simply stalls and waits for other warps, which may not have obtained the 

required resource on this SM yet, i.e., ineligible for execution. Note that a partially 

dispatched TB stopping at a __syncthread() operation is still beneficial to performance. The 

reason is that the __syncthreads() operations often appear after long-latency operations such 

as loading global memory data to shared memory. Take the benchmark MM as an example, 

before the first __syncthread() barrier, the global memory data are loaded into the shared 

memory. Therefore, a partially dispatched TB (i.e., a few warps) will load the global memory 

data before stopping at the __syncthreads() operations, thereby improving the performance. 

Furthermore, due to data locality within TBs, the data loaded by those early issued warps can 

also benefit other warps in the same TB through L1/L2 caches. 

To support our proposed WarpMan, we make few lightweight changes to the existing 

hardware for TB-level resource management. It contains two parts, (a) partial-TB dispatch 

logic in the TB dispatcher and (b) a small workload buffer in each SM to keep the 

information of a partially dispatched TB. Note that all these hardware are only used at the TB 

dispatching and warp completion time. They do not affect SIMD execution pipelines. 
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Partial	  thread	  block	  dispatch	  logic	  

As discussed in Section 3.2, before the GPU kernel dispatcher dispatches a TB to an SM, 

it checks both the available resources in the SM against the TB-level resource requirement. 

The following resources are checked: 

The available entries in the warp scheduler 

The number of available TBs 

The number of available registers 

The size of available shared memory 

If all these available resources are sufficient for a TB, the dispatcher will send one TB to 

the SM. To support WarpMan, we append the TB-level resource check logic with a warp-

level resource check logic unit as shown in Figure 30. When the TB-level resource check 

logic indicates that there is sufficient resource in the SM to host a full TB, a full TB is 

dispatched to the SM. Otherwise, the warp-level resource check logic is used to determine 

whether a partial TB can be dispatched to the SM. This way, the TB dispatcher logic will 

dispatch full TBs to an SM until there is not enough resource for one more TB. At this time, 

a partial TB may be dispatched. 

 

 
Figure 30. Thread-block dispatching logic. 
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Same as the TB-level resource check logic, the warp-level resource check logic still 

checks the shared memory resource at the TB granularity. However, it checks the remaining 

resources at the warp granularity: if there is at least one available warp scheduler entry and at 

least one unoccupied TB (i.e., satisfying the limit on the maximal number of TBs on an SM), 

and if there are enough available registers for one or more warps, a ‘partial’ TB can be 

dispatched to the SM. Again, a partial TB here means that all the warps of the TB are 

dispatched to the SM, but not all of them are eligible for execution. Using the MM example, 

an SM can host five full TBs and a partial TB. In the partial TB, only two of its eight warps 

can start execution on the SM and the remaining six warps of the TB are referred to as 

dispatched but unissued warps. Within a partial TB, warps are selected for resource 

allocation and execution based on the order of warp ids.  

When a warp finishes execution in an SM, its allocated resource, i.e., the registers and the 

warp scheduler entry, will be reclaimed. Then, the workload buffer will be checked first to 

see whether there are unissued warps. If the workload buffer is empty, the TB dispatching 

logic will be invoked to dispatch one more TB (full or partial) to the SM. This way, it 

guarantees that there will be at most 1 partial TB being dispatched to an SM, which avoids 

any potential deadlock problem due to partial TB dispatch. Also, as the TB dispatching logic 

still dispatched a TB and an SM at a time, all the threads of a TB are executed in the same 

SM as before. This property is necessary to support shared memory usage and 

synchronization among threads within a TB. 

The	  workload	  buffer	  

Since our proposed TB dispatcher dispatches a partial TB to an SM even when the SM 

does not have enough resources for all the warps in the TB, we need to keep the information 

of such a partial TB. To do so, we propose a single-entry workload buffer, which contains 

five fields as shown in Figure 31. The reason for single entry is that there is at most one 

partial TB being dispatched to an SM. In the workload buffer, the ‘P_TBid’ field contains 

which physical TBid within the SM that the partially dispatched TB maps to. This field takes 

3 bits assuming an SM can support up to 8 TBs. The ‘L_TBid’ field contains the logic TBid 
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of the partially dispatched TB and it takes 26 bits as the maximum dimension of a grid is 

1024x1024x64[44]. The ‘start_wid’ and ‘end_wid’ fields store the warp ids for the first and 

last unissued warp. Either field takes 5 bits each as the maximum number of warps per TB is 

32. The 1-bit ‘valid’ field marks whether all the warps in this partially dispatched TB are 

issued or not. Overall, this single-entry workload buffer takes 40 (=26+3+5+5+1) bits. 

 

P_TBid L_TBid Start_wid End_wid valid 

Figure 31. The workload buffer 

 

When a partial TB is dispatched to an SM, the workload buffer stores the unissued warps 

and sets the valid bit as 1. When a warp in the SM finishes execution, its registers and its 

warp scheduler entry are released. If the valid bit of the workload buffer is 1, the warp with 

the warp id of ‘start_wid’ is issued from the workload buffer and the ‘start_wid’ field is 

increased by 1. When ‘start_wid’ is equal to ‘end_wid’, it means that all the warps of this 

partially dispatched TB have been issued. In this case, we reset the valid bit of the workload 

buffer. 

Overall, our proposed WarpMan overcomes both the spatial and temporal resource 

underutilization problems of TB-level resource management. It makes better use of GPU 

resources and achieves higher TLP. Although higher TLP provides better latency hiding 

capability, it has been observed that increased TLP sometimes may hurt the performance due 

to the cache contention problem [49]. To address this performance anomaly, we proposed to 

either use the dynamic SM-dueling approach [34] or a simple static threshold to limit the 

number of active warps. With SM dueling, one SM is always equipped with resource 

allocation at the warp level while another SM always equipped with resource allocation at the 

TB level. At the run time, we compare the IPC of these two competing SMs, and decide 

whether to turn on/off warp-level resource management. The second approach simply sets a 

static threshold to determine whether there are enough concurrent warps running. In other 

words, we restrict the number of concurrent warps increased by our warp-level resource 
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management. Our empirical results indicates a reasonable threshold of 36 (i.e., 36 concurrent 

warps) in Section 3.6.1. 

Note that our proposed WarpMan approach does not affect the warp scheduling policy 

except that it provides more candidates to be scheduled. In the case of multi-kernel 

execution, i.e., when an SM is capable of executing TBs from different kernels concurrently, 

the released resource from an early finished warp will be used only to accommodate a warp 

from the same kernel since all warps from the same kernel have the same resource 

requirement. This is essentially the same requirement for TB-level resource management for 

multi-kernel execution. In other words, WarpMan does not incur additional complexity to 

existing hardware for multi-kernel execution. 

3.5 Experimental	  Methodology	  

We modified the timing simulator GPGPUsim V3.2.0 to evaluate the performance gains 

from our proposed schemes. Our baseline GPU configuration, modeled based on NVIDIA 

GTX480 GPUs [44], is shown in Table 4. Note that our proposed approach does not increase 

the sizes of the critical resources. Compared to the resources shown in Table 1, the hardware 

overhead of our proposed approach, including the TB dispatcher logic and the per-SM 40-bit 

workload buffer, is nearly negligible. The baseline warp scheduling policy is round robin 

(RR) and the two-level warp scheduling policy [35] is examined in our design space 

exploration in Section 3.6.3. In our design space exploration, we also vary the register file 

size and the SIMD width to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach in different 

configurations. 
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Table 4. The baseline GPU configuration. 
Shader code frequency 1.4GHz 

Number of SMs 15 
Warp size 32 

SIMD width 32  
Max. num. of TBs per SM 8  

Max. num. of threads per SM 1536 
Scheduling policy RR/ Two-level 

Per-SM Register file 128kB (32k registers) 
Per-SM Shared memory 48kB 

Per-SM L1 D-cache  8-way set assoc. 64B cache block 
(16kB in total) 

L2 Cache 8-way set assoc. 64B (256kb per 
MEM channel) 

Number of MEM channels 6 
GDDR Memory 16 banks, 924Mhz, total 

bandwidth: 173GB/S,   TCL = 12, 
TRP = 12, TRCD = 12 

 

To measure the energy consumption impact, GPUWattch [33] is used together with 

GPGPUsim. The performance statistics as well as the hardware configuration parameters are 

passed from GPGPUsim to GPUWattch for power analysis.  

We select 11 benchmarks from Nvidia CUDA SDK [45], the Rodinia benchmark suite 

[8], the Parboil benchmark suit [26] , and GPGPUsim to cover a wide range of application 

domains. For each benchmark, we report the number of warps per TB, number of TBs per 

SM, the register usage per TB as well as the baseline performance measured with instructions 

per cycle (IPC) in Table 2. For each benchmark, we use the default input included in its 

corresponding benchmark suite. 

Among the benchmarks in our study, six of them, RS, SN, HS, PF, SR, and MM, have 

shared memory usage and __syncthreads() functions. The presence of data communication 

and synchronization among the threads within a TB prevents a seemingly easy approach to 

achieve warp-level resource management: setting the TB size as 1 warp and increasing the 

maximal number of TBs in an SM to a large number, e.g., 48 (= max. num. threads/warp 

size).  
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Table 5. The benchmarks used for evaluation.  
Benchmarks Shared 

Memory 
Per TB 

Warp 
Per 
TB 

TB
Per 
SM 

Reg. 
Per TB 

IPC 

ConvolutionTexture 
(CT) 

0 6 7 3068 814.1 

MonteCarlo (MC)   0 12 4 7680 545.9 
RadixSort (RS)  4k 16 2 11776 536.1 
SortingNetworks 
(SN)  

8k 16 3 8704 643.9 

HotSpot (HS)  3k 8 3 8960 494.3 
PathFinder (PF)  2k 8 6 3228 740.2 
SRad (SR)  4k 16 3 2560 563.5 
Stencil (ST)  0 32 1 17408 216.3 
RayTracing (RAY)  0 6 2 12288 221.1 
MatrixMultiply 
(MM)  

2k 8 5 6144 420.4 

Neural Network(NN) 0 8 5 6114 520.2 

 
	  

3.6 Experimental	  Results	  

3.6.1 Performance Impact of WarpMan	  

In this experiment, we investigate the performance gains from our proposed WarpMan 

scheme and the results are shown in Figure 32. WarpMan addresses both temporal and 

spatial resource underutilization problems due to TB-level resource management. To isolate 

the performance impact, we first apply WarpMan to address only the temporal resource 

underutilization problem. In other words, we allow early finished warps to release their 

resource for new warps but we do not make use of the fragmented resources or the spatially 

underutilized resource. The performance of addressing only the temporal resource 

underutilization problem is labeled ‘temp’ in Figure 32. Then, we enable WarpMan to use the 

spatially underutilized resources to accommodate more warps, i.e., eliminating both the 

temporal and spatial resource underutilization, and the results are labeled ‘temp+spatial’ in 

Figure 32. 
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Figure 32: The performance improvements from our proposed approaches. 

 

As reclaiming resources at the warp level mainly addresses temporal resource 

underutilization due to warp-level divergence, the performance gains of ‘temp’ correlate to 

the RTRU reported in Figure 29. With a RTRU of 81.7%, the benchmark ST enjoys an 

impressive performance gain of 71.4% from releasing the resources of the early finished 

warps. Both RAY and RS have significant RTRUs while RS has a higher number of 

concurrent warps in an SM (32) than RAY (12). Therefore, the performance improvement for 

RAY (30.1%) is higher than that for RS (8.4%). For the benchmark, CT, although it has 

significant warp-level divergence (a 19.2% RTRU), the performance gain from ‘temp’ is 

limited (4.2%). The reason is that the throughput of CT is already very high in our baseline 

GPU. On average, our ‘temp’ approach achieves a 14.1% speedup and we do not observe any 

slowdowns for the ‘temp’ approach.  

When we combine ‘temp’ with ‘spatial’ to address both temporal and spatial resource 

underutilization issues, additional performance gains are achieved for the benchmarks HS, 

ST, and RAY. For both HS and RAY, their numbers of TBs that can run on an SM 

concurrently are limited by the register file size. With our proposed approach, a partial TB 

can make effective use of such otherwise idle resource to improve TLP and improve 

performance. On average, our proposed ‘temp+spatial’ achieves 16.8% performance 

improvements over the baseline. 
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As discussed in Section 3.4, for applications with __syncthreads(), such as RS, SN, HS, 

PF, SR and MM, both “temp” and “temp+spatial” still achieve significant performance 

improvement even though those partially dispatched TBs have to stall at the first 

__syncthreads() operation.  

We also observed that, for benchmarks, RS and MM, utilizing the spatially underutilized 

resource (i.e., temp+spatial) indeed increases TLP but results in performance loss compared 

to the ‘temp’ approach alone. The reason is due to the contention problem resulting from 

increased active warps. For MM, the problem is the cache contention: the L1 D-cache miss 

rate is increased from 57.7% to 60.7%. For RS, the contention happens at the row buffers in 

the off-chip DRAM. The ‘temp’ approach has much higher row buffer locality (24.96 

accesses per activation) than ‘temp+spatial’ (10.74 accesses per activation). 

To address the contention problem, we propose two different approaches. The first uses 

SM dueling. One SM is always equipped with resource allocation at the warp level while 

another SM always equipped with resource allocation at the TB level. As ‘temp’ never 

results in performance loss, we enable ‘temp’ all the time for all the SMs. At the run time, we 

compare the IPC of these two competing SMs, and decide whether to turn on/off warp-level 

resource allocation. The second approach simply sets a static threshold to determine whether 

there are enough concurrent warps running. Our empirical results indicate a reasonable 

threshold as 36, i.e., once the number of concurrent warps is equal to 36, additional warp-

level allocation is disabled. 

The performance results of these two approaches, labeled as ‘dueling’ and ‘heuristic’ are 

shown in the Figure 33. As seen from the figure, both approaches effectively eliminate the 

performance degradation caused by contention. On average, when the contention problem is 

eliminated, we achieve 17.8% performance gains over the baseline. 
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Figure 33: The performance improvement from the SM-dueling and the static 

threshold (labeled ‘heuristics’) approaches to eliminate the contention problem. 

 

3.6.2 Energy Savings from WarpMan 

The strong performance gains from our proposed WarpMan approach directly translates 

into significant static energy savings. Since our approaches do not change the number of 

ALU/Memory operations, there is little change in dynamic energy consumption. In Figure 

34, we report the total energy savings achieved by our techniques. For applications with high 

performance gains, such as HS, RAY and ST, the energy savings are significant 8%, 16.8% 

and 21.7%, respectively. On average, we achieve 5.9% total energy reduction when only 

addressing the temporal resource underutilization, 6.8% when eliminating both temporal and 

spatial resource underutilization, 7.3% when applying either the dueling or heuristic 

approach to eliminate the contention problem. 
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Figure 34: The total energy savings from our proposed approaches. 

 

3.6.3 Design Space Exploration 

Since the scheduling policy may impact warp level divergence, in the next experiment, 

we evaluate the impact of the two-level scheduling policy on our proposed approach and the 

performance results are shown in Figure 35. 

 

 
 Figure 35: The performance improvement from our approaches when using the two-
level warp scheduling policy. 

 

As we can see from Figure 35, our proposed approaches are effective for two-level warp 

scheduling and achieve a 15.7% performance improvement on average when both ‘temp’ and 

‘spatial’ are used. Similar to what we observed in Section 3.6.1, increasing TLP does not 
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always improves performance due to the contention problem. With either the SM-dueling or 

the static threshold approach (the same threshold 36 is used here as well), we can eliminate 

the contention problem and recover the lost performance gains. On average, with these two 

approaches, we achieve 16.7% and 17.1% performance improvement, respectively. 

In the next experiment, we vary the register file size from 16k registers, 32k registers, to 

64k registers and evaluate the performance gains from our proposed WarpMan approach.  

Set-dueling is used to eliminate the contention problem in this experiment. The results are 

shown in Figure 36. Among the benchmarks, ST needs 17408 registers for each TB. 

Therefore, we do not have the performance results shown in Figure 20 for ST when the 

register file size is 16k registers.  

 

 
Figure 36. The performance improvement from WarpMan for different register file 
sizes (16k registers, 32k registers, and 64k registers). 

 

As discussed in Section 3.3.1, a large register file enables the register file sensitive 

benchmarks to achieve higher TLP. Therefore, for the benchmarks such as CT, NN, and 

RAY, the benefits from WarpMan are higher when the register file size is 16k registers and 

lower when the register file size increases, as shown in Figure 36. For the benchmark SN PF 

and SR, increasing the register number to 64k has no performance impact because their TLPs 

are not limited by the register file size as shown in Figure 29 and Figure 32. For the ST and 
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MC, since the TLP is limited by both the registers and the warp scheduler size (i.e., the 

maximal number of threads), so a larger register file (64k) alone will not enable more TBs to 

be dispatched to an SM. Therefore, the effectiveness of our approach does not alter when 

increasing the register number from 32k to 64k. For MM, row buffer locality plays an 

important role besides TLP. Therefore, the performance trend does not directly correlate to 

the TLP improvement. On average, for a GPU with a 256kB register file (64k registers) in an 

SM, our proposed approach achieves a performance improvement of 12.1%. For a small 

register file of 16k registers, our proposed approach achieves a performance improvement of 

11.0% on average.  

We also vary the SIMD width to investigate the performance benefit of our proposed 

WarpMan scheme. The results show that on average, it achieves 19.5% and 19.4% 

performance improvement for the SIMD width of 8 and 16, respectively. 

Overall, these experiments show that our proposed schemes are effective for different 

GPU configurations.  

3.7 Related Work 
The resource fragmentation or spatial resource underutilization problem due to TB-level 

resource management has been observed in [30]. It has been leveraged in [39] to turn-off un-

utilized registers to reduce static energy consumption. In our work, we make use of such 

resources to support a partial TB to be executed on SMs. 

Resource underutilization due to branch divergence or thread-level divergence has been 

well studied [5][12][16] [17][20][24] and the problem is due to SIMD style execution. In our 

work, we make a new observation that different warps in the same TB can have quite 

different execution times and we call this behavior as warp-level divergence. The 

fundamental reason for resource underutilization, however, is due to TB-level resource 

management.  

Shared memory multiplexing [57] targets at the shared memory management and is 

complementary to our proposed WarpMan scheme. As discussed in Section 3.4, WarpMan 
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still allocates and releases at the TB granularity while managing the register file and the warp 

scheduler at the warp granularity. With dynamic shared memory allocation and deallocation 

proposed in [57], the allocated shared memory can be released earlier than the TB 

completion time. This way, WarpMan can be more effective for the benchmarks whose TLP 

is constrained by their shared memory usage as well. 

3.8 Conclusions 
In this paper, we make a key observation that the current TB-level resource management 

may lead to severe resource underutilization. First, TB-level resource allocation leads to 

resource fragmentation and some parts of the resource are never utilized. Second, TB-level 

resource release and reallocation suffers from warp-level divergence since different warps in 

the same TB may have significantly different execution time and the resources allocated to 

the early finished warps are essentially wasted. 

Our proposed solution is warp-level resource management. Rather than requiring the 

resources, including the register file and the warp scheduler entries for a whole TB, a partial 

TB can be dispatched to an SM if it the resource for one or more warps. During execution, as 

soon as a warp finishes execution, its allocated resources are released and can be used to 

accommodate a new warp. We present our lightweight architectural support for warp-level 

resource management. Our experimental results show that significant performance gains, up 

to 76.0% and 17.8% on average, and energy savings, up to 21.7% and 7.3% on average, are 

achieved. 
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Chapter	  4	  

1. Revisiting	   ILP	   Designs	   for	   Throughput-‐
Oriented	  GPGPU	  Architecture	  

  

Many-core architectures like graphics processing units (GPUs) rely on thread-level 

parallelism (TLP) to overcome pipeline hazards. Consequently, each core in a many-core 

processor employs a relatively simple in-order pipeline with limited capability to exploit 

instruction-level parallelism (ILP). In this paper, we study the ILP impact on the throughput-

oriented many-core architecture, including data bypassing, scoreboarding and branch 

prediction. We show that these ILP techniques significantly reduce the performance 

dependency on TLP. This is especially useful for applications, whose resource usage limits 

the hardware to run a high number of threads concurrently. Furthermore, ILP techniques 

reduce the demand on on-chip resource to support high TLP. Given the workload-dependent 

impact from ILP, we propose heterogeneous architecture, consisting of both the cores 

designed for high TLP and those customized with ILP techniques. Our results show that our 

heterogeneous GPU architecture achieves high throughput as well as high energy- and area-

efficiency compared to homogenous designs. 

4.1 Introduction 
The design philosophy of many-core architectures such as graphics processing units 

(GPUs) is to exploit thread-level parallelism (TLP) to achieve high throughput. Compared to 

central processing unit (CPU) designs, GPU-like many-core architectures spend the on-die 
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area mainly for computational/instruction execution logic rather than caches or complex 

instruction processing, such as register renaming and out-of-order execution, to extract 

instruction-level parallelism (ILP). Each core in a GPU, referred to as a shader core (SC), is a 

relatively simple in-order multi-threaded processor, which primarily relies on TLP to 

overcome pipeline hazards. In this paper, we propose to architect SCs for GPU-like many-

core processors to achieve both high performance and high energy- and area-efficiency. 

We first revisit the ILP techniques [15][25] for in-order processors, including data 

bypassing/forwarding, scoreboarding and branch prediction, to gain insight on how they 

interact with throughput-oriented many-core architectures. Similar to CPUs, data bypass in a 

GPU accelerates execution of producer and consumer instruction pairs from the same thread 

(warp); a scoreboard checks data independency to support the ‘stall-on-use’ policy, i.e., the 

pipeline is not stalled by a long latency instruction such as a cache miss, instead it is stalled 

by the consumer instruction of the loaded value; and branch prediction aims to reduce the 

impact of control hazards. Since GPU-like many-core architectures execute instructions in 

the single-instruction multiple-thread (SIMT) mode, there are new challenges and 

opportunities to implement these ILP techniques. In this paper, we propose the many-thread 

aware ILP designs and analyze their impacts on performance, area, and power/energy 

consumption. 

Modern GPUs have implemented some ILP techniques like bypass or scoreboard. But the 

implementation details have not been disclosed and our study provides insight to such 

designs. More importantly, our proposed scoreboard design supports precise interrupts. A 

key motivation for precise interrupts is that with GPUs being widely used for general purpose 

computation, they need to support virtual memory. In addition, in the server environment, 

GPUs will need to provide the context switch capability in order to service multiple tasks, 

which also requires precise interrupts. In a recent work [42], support for precise interrupts in 

GPUs is also proposed using idempotent code regions generated by the compiler. 

Our experiments show that the ILP techniques in GPGPU are effective for two types of 

applications: (1) applications with high resource requirement in registers or shared memory, 
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which limits the number of threads that can run concurrently, thereby limiting the capability 

for TLP to hide pipeline hazards, especially those due to long-latency cache misses; and (2) 

applications with uneven workloads, in which few threads (or thread blocks) with largest 

workloads will dominate the overall performance. It is worth pointing out that these 

applications benefit significantly from the many-core architecture, achieving tens or even 

hundreds instructions per cycle, compared to CPU execution. However, they still cannot fully 

utilize the massive computation power available in the GPU-like many-core architectures. 

ILP techniques, in this case, effectively utilize the otherwise idle hardware resources. On the 

other hand, for applications that TLP alone can achieve high hardware utilization, the ILP 

techniques are not effective. To efficiently handle such workload-dependent behavior, we 

propose heterogeneous GPU-like many-core architectures, which contain two types of cores, 

one customized for ILP friendly applications and the other for TLP friendly ones. This 

heterogeneous architecture is particularly useful for concurrent kernel execution, which is 

supported by current GPUs such as NVIDIA Fermi/Kepler architecture for general purpose 

computation [44]. When concurrent kernels have different characteristics, heterogeneity 

improves both throughput and energy efficiency. For single kernels or homogeneous 

concurrent kernels, we show that our heterogeneous architecture also achieves similar or 

higher performance than homogeneous designs. 

In summary, this paper makes the following key contributions: (1) we propose ILP 

designs for in-order SCs in throughput-oriented GPUs; (2) we present a detailed study to 

reveal the effectiveness of the ILP on the throughput-oriented many core architectures; (3) 

we show that ILP techniques present an interesting alternative to high degrees of TLP to 

achieve high performance. Considering the significant resource requirements to support high 

TLP, the ILP techniques can be area and energy efficient even in throughput-oriented many-

core architectures; (4) we propose heterogeneous GPU-like many-core architectures and a 

policy to steer applications to the appropriate type of SCs; and (5) we present a detailed 

analysis on performance as well as area- and energy-efficiency to make the case for 

heterogeneous GPU architecture for high performance GPU computing. 
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of GPU-

like many-core architecture and the SIMT execution model. Section 3 presents the 

experimental methodology. The proposed ILP techniques are discussed in detail in Section 4. 

In Section 5, we make the case for heterogeneous GPU-like many-core architecture. Section 

6 discusses the related work. Section 7 concludes the paper. 

4.2 Background 
Recently, GPU-like many-core architectures have become a promising platform to 

achieve high performance computing in an energy-efficient way. The cores, referred to as 

shader cores (SCs), in a many-core GPU processor are organized in a hierarchical manner. A 

GPU contains multiple streaming multiprocessors (SMs) or SIMD engines and each SM or 

SIMD engine includes several SCs, which are also called streaming processors (SPs) or 

thread processors (TPs). Each SM has a register file (RF), the shared memory, and an L1 

(global) data cache, which are used by all the SCs in the SM.  

Modern GPUs execute programs, commonly referred to as GPU kernels, in the single-

instruction multiple-thread (SIMT) mode. When a GPU kernel is invoked, the threads are 

grouped into many thread blocks (TBs) according to the kernel invocation parameters. The 

TB identifier (id) and the thread id of a thread help to determine the data to be operated upon. 

One or more TBs can be dispatched to one SM, dependent on the register file usage and 
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shared memory usage, of a TB. Threads in a TB are organized in multiple warps (also called 

wavefronts). Each warp has one program counter (PC) and all the threads in the same warp 

execute instructions in the single-instruction multiple-data (SIMD) mode. Multiple warps 

from the same or different TBs can run concurrently in an SM. If there are enough concurrent 

warps, pipeline hazards can be effectively overcome: if one instruction, which may 

potentially cause a pipeline hazard, e.g., a long latency memory access or a branch 

instruction, gets in the pipeline, the pipeline simply executes instructions from other warps 

until the hazard is resolved. A warp scheduler is responsible of selecting instructions to issue 

from different warps and different scheduling policies have been studied, including round-

robin (RR), fairness, etc. [16][35].  

4.3 Experimental Methodology 
In this work, we made extensive changes to GPGPUsimV3.0.1 [4] to model the baseline 

GPU and our proposed ILP designs. As shown in Table 1, the simulator uses the SIMD width 

of 32 and a shader frequency of 325 MHz to model the Nvidia GTX280 GPUs, which has the 

SIMD width of 8 and the shader frequency of 1.3 GHz. In our experiments, we vary the 

parameters including register file size, core frequency, and memory bandwidth, to examine 

their impacts. 

Shader core frequency 325/650/1300Mhz 
Number of SMs 30 

Warp size 32 

SIMD width (per SM) 32 

Max. Num. of TBs Per SM 8 TBs/1024 Threads 
Register File size/Shared 

Memory Size Per SM 16384 registers/16KB 

Warp scheduling policy Round robin 

L1 Cache Per SM 8-way set assoc. 64B cache line 
(48KB) 

L2 cache  8-way set assoc. 64B, 256 KB 
per memory channel 

Number of Memory 
Channels 16 

GDDR Memory 
8 banks, 800Mhz, total 

bandwidth: 200GB/S,   TCL = 
10, TRP = 10, TRCD = 12 

 

Table 6 The baseline GPU configurations 
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Table 7 . Workloads used in experiments 

 

 

In our experiments, we selected 12 benchmarks from NVIDIA CUDA SDK, the Rodinia 

benchmark suite and the ones released along with the GPGPUsim simulator. The data inputs, 

the thread grid configuration, the TB configuration, the maximal number of TBs that can run 

in an SM, the overall number of threads, the overall number of instructions, and the baseline 

GPU performance measured in instructions per cycle (IPC) for each workload are shown in 

Table 7. As a reference, the peak IPC is 960 = SIMD width per SM (32) x 30 SMs in our 

GPU model. Among the workloads, NQU, NW and STO have a limited number of 

concurrent TBs that can run on an SM. NQU and STO have high shared memory usage per 

TB, 15.4kB and 16kB, respectively. Therefore, each SM can only accommodate one TB at 

one time. In addition, for NQU, its GPU kernel contains the following if-statement 

‘if(idx<total_conditions) {…}’, where ‘idx = blockid * blockDim.x + threadid’. As a result, 

TB0 (TB with block-id 0) of NQU has the highest number of instructions to execute 

compared to other TBs and therefore dominates the performance. For NW, the kernel is 

invoked multiple times in a loop: ‘for( int i = max_cols - 3 ; i>= 0 ; i--) {num_blocks = i / 

NUM_THREAD + 1;  …}’. For many iterations in this loop, the value of ‘num_blocks’, 

which determines the number of TBs, is a small number. Since ‘num_blocks’ is a variable, 

the number of concurrent TBs on an SM is not a fixed for NW, as shown in Table 2. Among 

the remaining benchmarks, RAY, Scan, and DT have a moderate number of warps (less than 
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or equal to 16 warps) that run concurrently on an SM. For FFT, although each SM is capable 

of running 16 warps (8 TBs with the TB size of 64 by 1) concurrently, it only contains 128 

TBs in total. Therefore, for most of the time, SMs (30 SMs in our GPU model) are starving 

for TBs. Here, it is worth to point out that even the low TLP workloads, NQU, NW, and 

STO, have hundreds of concurrent threads running on each SM. Therefore, they fit better 

with GPUs and have much higher performance than multi-threaded CPUs. 

4.4 Instruction-level parallelism for shader cores 
In this section, we present our detailed many-thread aware ILP designs in throughput-

oriented GPUs. Our discussion is based on the GPU model with the configuration shown in 

Table 6. The microarchitecture of an SM in a GPU is presented in Figure 1. In an SM, a warp 

scheduler selects and issues instructions from ‘ready’ warps to the multiple SCs. A ready 

warp means that the next instruction from this warp has all its dependencies resolved. Each 

entry in the warp scheduler contains the information of a warp. Using the program counter 

(PC) field, it reads the instruction from the instruction buffer. During decode, the TB id, the 

warp id and the thread id are used to generate the mapping from logical register numbers to 

physical register numbers for SCs to read from and write to the physical register file. An 

issued instruction will be executed by multiple SCs for all the threads in the warp. Depending 

on the type of the instruction, it either goes through the ALU pipeline, the memory pipeline, 

or the special functional units. The ready field of a warp scheduler entry is cleared when an 

instruction is issued from this warp. When an instruction reaches the write back stage, it uses 

its warp id to set the ‘ready’ bit of the corresponding warp scheduler entry.  

4.4.1 Data Bypassing for Dependent Instructions 

In pipeline designs, data bypassing is an effective way to reduce the penalty of read-after-

write data hazards. In an SM of a GPU, once an instruction is issued from a warp, the same 

instruction will be executed by the SCs for all the threads in that warp. Given the warp size 

of 32 and the number of SCs as 8 in an SM, the SCs will be fully utilized if one instruction 

can be issued every four cycles. As a result, it presents a different tradeoff for data bypassing 

compared to single-threaded pipelines. Considering a pair of immediate producer (f1 = f2 + 
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f3) and consumer (f4 = f1 + f5) instructions, these two instructions can be issued back-to-

back without data bypassing if latency of the producer instruction is fewer than 4 cycles, as 

shown in Figure 2a. The reason is that the producer results have been written to the register 

file (e.g., register f1 is updated in cycle 12 for threads 0-7) before the consumer instruction 

from the same threads (register read at cycle 13 for threads 0-7) is executed. If the producer 

execution latency is 4 cycles, however, the dependent instruction can only be issued when 

there is a data bypass path from the EX4 stage to the EX1 stage, as shown in Figure 2b. If the 

producer execution latency is 8 cycles, the pipeline requires at least two warps to fully utilize 

the pipeline with a data bypass path from EX8 to EX1, as shown in Figure 2c. In our 

experiments, we assume that the ALU instructions have 8-cycle latency as it is consistent 

with the AMD GPUs [1][2] which require two wavefronts (warps) to make the pipeline busy 

when there is such a producer-consumer pair in the code. 

In summary, in our design data bypass is supported with a single bypass path (EX4->EX1 

or EX8->EX1) for ALU instructions. Also, such data bypass is limited within each SP since 

each thread will be executed in a fixed SP (e.g., thread 0 by SP0) and there is no 

communication among different threads in a warp. Instructions accessing shared memory or 

global memory have variable latencies due to bank conflicts or cache misses. Therefore, we 

choose not to support data bypassing for these instructions. Instead, they wait until the data 

are fetched and being written to the register file before setting the corresponding warp to be 

ready to issue the dependent instructions. 
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Figure 38. Many-thread aware data bypassing. The instruction fetch (IF) stage and 
decode (ID) stage are shared among all the threads in a warp. The register read (RR) 
stage, execution (EX) stages, and write back (WB) stage process 8 threads at a time 
as there are 8 SCs. (a) No need for data bypassing when the number of EX stages is 
less than the ratio of warp size/number of SCs (32/8 = 4); (b) Data bypassing from 
EX4->EX1 if the ALU latency is 4 cycles; (c) Data bypassing from EX8->EX1 if the ALU 
latency is 8 cycles. 

4.4.2 Scoreboards for Independent Instructions 

When a long latency instruction, such as a cache-missing load, is issued from one warp, 

the stall-on-use policy, i.e., issuing subsequent independent instructions from the same warp 

until the consumer of the loaded value, provides opportunities to hide the latency beyond 

leveraging the independent warps within the same SM. To support such a stall-on-use policy, 

the following issues need to be addressed carefully. First, as discussed in Section 1, we argue 

that precise interrupts are required for next generation GPUs and we need to support in-order 

instruction commit or write back. Second, we need an efficient way to check data 

dependencies to enable independent instructions to be executed. Third, as a warp contains 
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multiple (32) threads, control divergence (i.e., not all the threads in a warp have the same 

control flow) complicates the handling of data dependence. Next, we propose a cost-effective 

design that addresses all these challenges. The microarchitecture of our many-thread aware 

scoreboard is shown in Figure 38a. 

 

Figure 39. Architecture of (a) a many-thread aware scoreboard and (b) the 

associated warp scheduler. 

 

As shown in Figure 39a, our proposed scoreboard is a fully-associative cache with a 

small number of entries (e.g., 8, see Section 4.4.1), maintaining the information of issued-

but-not-yet–committed (i.e., outstanding) instructions. A tag entry in our scoreboard has a 

‘physical register number’ field, corresponding to the destination register of an outstanding 

instruction. Since the registers in the GPU register file are organized as vector registers to 

support SIMD execution of a warp, for a register file with 16k registers and the warp size of 

32, there are 512 (=16k/32) physical vector registers in the register file. Therefore, the width 

of each tag is 9 bits. Since the logic-to-physical register mapping ensures that the same logic 

register numbers from different warps will be mapped to different physical registers, there is 

no need to keep the warp id information. A data entry contains a 1-bit ‘completion’ flag, a 

32-bit ‘active mask’, a 32-bit ‘status mask’,128-byte ‘data values’ (corresponding to 32 

registers or 1 vector register), and a K-bit ‘next’ field, where K is log2(num. of scoreboard 

entries). We also append four additional fields to each entry in the warp scheduler, including 
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a ‘head pointer’ (K bits), a ‘tail pointer’ (K bits), a 1-bit ‘in-board’ flag, and a 1-bit ‘in-store’ 

flag, as shown in Figure 3b. 

To support precise interrupts, outstanding instructions’ execution results (or loaded 

values) are kept in the data value field rather than updating the register file out-of-order. If 

each warp has its own scoreboard, we can manage the scoreboard as a circular buffer, similar 

to the reorder buffer in CPU designs, to achieve in-order commit (i.e., update the register file 

in order). However, this approach adds too much overhead as an SM can support up to 32 

concurrent warps. Therefore, we propose to share the scoreboard among all the warps in an 

SM. Due to such sharing, we introduce the pointers to maintain the order of outstanding 

instructions in each warp. The head pointer and the tail pointer in each warp scheduler entry 

point to the oldest and the youngest instruction, respectively, inside the scoreboard from this 

warp. To maintain these pointers, when an instruction from a warp is issued, if there is an 

unused entry in the scoreboard and there are no older instructions from the same warp in the 

scoreboard (i.e., when the ‘in-board’ bit from the warp scheduler entry is not set), the head 

pointer and tail pointer are set to this scoreboard entry. When another instruction is issued 

from the same warp, the scoreboard entry indexed by the warp’s tail pointer will update its 

next field to point to the newly issued instruction. Then, the warp’s tail pointer in the warp 

scheduler will be updated as well. Each cycle, each warp will use its head pointer to examine 

whether its oldest instruction (i.e., pointed to by its head pointer) completes. Since every 

instruction is executed for all the threads in a warp, the status mask is used to maintain which 

threads have updated their results in the data value field. If all threads complete (assuming no 

control divergence), the oldest instruction commits the results into the register file and then 

frees the scoreboard entry. In the meanwhile, the corresponding entry in the warp scheduler 

will update its head pointer according to the next field of the instruction to be committed. 

This way, in-order commit is enforced for precise interrupts. 

The tag store (not the data store) in the scoreboard is used for checking data dependence. 

After an instruction is fetched and decoded from a warp, it searches the tag store to see 

whether any of its source registers hits in the tag store. If not, it means that all the source 
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registers are available from the register file. If there is one or more hit, then the complete 

status bits of the corresponding entries are used to determine whether the operands can be 

read from the scoreboard. In either case (i.e., no tag match or matches with the complete bit 

being set), the ready bit in the warp scheduler entry is set so that the warp can be selected to 

issue this instruction. Otherwise, the warp is marked not ready as the source operand(s) of the 

instruction is not available yet. This way, the warp is not stalled until it encounters the 

consumer instruction of a long latency instruction. For example, for the following 

instructions in a GPU kernel, ‘A: load r1, -,-; B: Add r2, -, -; C: Load r3, r2, -; D Add -, r1,-’, 

instruction A results in a long latency cache miss. With the scoreboard, the same warp can 

issue the subsequent independent instruction B. After B is completed, its results are available  

in the scoreboard but not in the register file. Therefore, when instruction C is issued from the 

same warp, it searches the tag store of the scoreboard for its source operands. If there is a 

match (r2), the data from the corresponding data value field will be used instead of the data 

from the register file. Instruction D, due to its source operand match (r1) in the tag store, 

stalls the warp. 

 

Figure 40. Handling write-after-write data hazards with the no-match (NM) flag. 
 

 

Since the instructions from the same warp are issued in order, write-after-read data 

hazards do not present a problem. To handle write-after-write data hazards, we introduce a 

‘no match’ (NM) bit for each tag entry in the scoreboard, as shown in Figure 4. When an 

instruction is issued, if it finds that there is a match in the tag store of the scoreboard with its 

destination register, the NM bit of the older definition is set to zero so that subsequent use 
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will not generate a match to it. For example, for the instructions ‘A: load r1,-,-; B: Add r1, -, 

-; C: Add -, r1, -;’, when instruction B issues, it will reset the NM bit of instruction A in the 

scoreboard. Then, when instruction C is issued, it is guaranteed that there is only one match 

to r1, which is defined by instruction B. The NM bit is set when the scoreboard entry is 

allocated to a new instruction. 

The active mask field is introduced to handle control divergence. By default, all the bits 

are set for this mask. When a branch results in control divergence, only the active threads 

along the control path will have their corresponding mask bit set, leveraging the existing 

branch execution logic. The completion flag is the result of inverted XOR between the active 

mask and the status mask, meaning that only if all active threads have updated their data 

values, the instruction is completed and ready to be committed. Furthermore, for an 

instruction having a write-after-write data hazard with an outstanding instruction in the 

scoreboard, it is only allowed to be issued if the active threads for this instruction are the 

same or the superset compared to those of the previous define instruction. Otherwise, the 

warp scheduler entry will be marked as ‘not ready’ and the warp is stalled until the previous 

define instruction is committed.  

To handle memory dependence, we propose the following approach. When a store 

instruction is decoded, the warp waits for all of its outstanding instructions to be completed 

to ensure that the store is the oldest instruction. Then, it can issue the store instruction. This 

way, the precise interrupts are supported. Once a store instruction is issued, the ‘in-store’ flag 

in the warp scheduler entry is set, which is used to prevent any subsequent load instructions 

to be issued from the same warp. The independent ALU instructions, however, can still be 

issued from this warp. When the store instruction commits, the ‘in-store’ flag in the 

corresponding warp scheduler entry is reset.  

To reduce the structural hazard impact due to the limited size of the scoreboard, we use 

the ‘in-board’ flag for each warp to track whether there is any outstanding instruction from 

the warp residing in the scoreboard. If this flag is zero, meaning no outstanding instructions 

from the warp, and there is no free entry in the scoreboard, the warp can still issue one 
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instruction to the SCs as it is the only instruction from this warp that will be in the pipeline. 

Therefore, it would not violate any dependency. In this case, after the instruction is issued, 

the warp scheduler entry’s ready bit will be reset, preventing any subsequent instruction from 

this warp from being issued. The ready bit is set when the issued instruction reaches the write 

back stage. If the in-board flag is set, the ready bit of the warp scheduler entry is controlled 

by the tag store matches as discussed earlier.  

In addition, the warp scheduler handles memory synchronization as well as thread 

execution synchronization (i.e., barrier) by marking the corresponding warps as ‘not ready’ 

until the barrier has been reached by all the warps in a thread block. 

Note that our proposed scoreboard is much simpler than the reservation stations used in 

CPU designs. It only maintains the execution results of the issued instructions and does not 

have the capability to issue an instruction to the pipeline (i.e., no wake up and select logic). 

4.4.3 Branch Prediction for Control Hazards 

After a warp issues a branch instruction, if there are no other ready warps, it may impose 

a control hazard. In GPUs, control hazards have different characteristics compared to single-

threaded CPUs. First, the branch target can be computed promptly in GPUs. Due to the 

SIMD execution mode of a warp (8 SCs executing an instruction for 32 threads), fetching 

one instruction in every four cycles is sufficient to keep the pipeline busy. During the 4 

cycles of IF stage, the branch target can be computed. Even with 16 SCs in an SM, there are 

2 cycles to generate the target. Therefore, there is no need for a branch target buffer (BTB) as 

commonly used in CPU designs. It also means that unconditional branches should impose no 

control hazards. Second, for conditional branches, branch divergence among the threads in a 

warp makes them friendly to branch prediction. As shown in Figure 5, the branch instruction 

results in a divergence, i.e., some threads follow the taken path and some follow the not-

taken path. Assume a branch takes 4 cycles to resolve (i.e., the branch outcome or the 

predicate bitmask is known after EX4). If a taken prediction is made, right before the 

instruction at the predicted target L is executed, the bitmask from the branch has already been 

computed for the corresponding threads. For example, at cycle 14 before the EX1 of the 
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instruction L for threads 0-7, the bit mask of these threads has been computed and can be 

used to void the computation for the threads that should follow the not-taken path. Even if 

the branch is resolved at EX8 stage, it can still be used to predicate the write back operation 

of instruction L. Therefore, divergent branches can be predicted either taken or not-taken and 

either prediction will not cause any misprediction penalty. In other words, divergent branches 

are immune to mispredictions. For non-divergent branches, a misprediction incurs a recovery 

by nullifying the instructions from the predicted path, similar to CPU designs. The only 

difference is that rather than nullifying all the instructions in the pipeline after the branch, we 

only need to nullify those from the same warp. To make predictions for conditional branches, 

we can use hardware based predictors such as gshare predictors [41]. Such a gshare predictor 

can be shared by all the thread blocks in the same SM. For divergent branches, since either 

taken or not taken is a correct prediction, the predictor is updated as if it makes a correct 

prediction. A more cost-effective (nearly free) way is to use the simple heuristics ‘backward 

taken and forward not-taken’. Since the target can be computed during the IF stage, it can be 

used to compare to the branch PC to make a prediction without any prediction tables. We 

refer to this approach as ‘static’ prediction in this paper. Note that, we will not make 

predictions of a branch, which is dependent upon a long latency operation, since either the 

stall-on-miss (i.e., without scoreboards) or the stall-on-use policy stalls the warp and prevents 

the branch from entering the pipeline. 

 

 

Figure 41. Branch prediction/resolution in SIMT architectures. The branch outcomes, if 
available at EX4 or EX8, can guard the execution or write back operations of the 
instruction from the predicted path. 

Cycle:            1   2   3   4    5    6   7    8   9      10      11     12      13      14     15      16     17      18     19       20     21      22      23     24     25 
Breq r1,L      IF                 ID                 RR  EX1   EX2   EX3  EX4  EX5  EX6  EX7  EX8  WB                                                                        (threads 0-7) 
                                                                         RR   EX1   EX2  EX3  EX4  EX5  EX6  EX7  EX8   WB                                                           (threads 8-15) 
                                                                                  RR    EX1  EX2  EX3  EX4  EX5  EX6  EX7   EX8  WB                                                 (threads 16-23) 
                                                                                            RR    EX1  EX2  EX3  EX4  EX5  EX6  EX7   EX8  WB                                          (threads 24-31)                                          
L: f1 = f2 + f3                   IF                  ID                                 RR    EX1  EX2  EX3  EX4  EX5  EX6   EX7  EX8  WB                                 (threads 0-7) 
(predicted path)                                                                                      RR    EX1  EX2  EX3  EX4  EX5  EX6   EX7  EX8  WB                       (threads 8-15) 
                                                                                                                         RR    EX1  EX2  EX3   EX4  EX5   EX6  EX7  EX8  WB            (threads 16-23) 
                                                                                                                                   RR    EX1  EX2  EX3   EX4   EX5  EX6  EX7  EX8  WB  (threads 24-31)                                          
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4.4.4 Experimental Results 

a. Performance	  impacts	  of	  reducing	  data	  hazards.	  

 

 
Figure 42. The performance improvement of the ILP techniques to reduce data 
hazards 

 

In our first experiment, we evaluate the performance gains from reducing data hazards. 

Since the bypassing and the scoreboard techniques target different types of data hazards, we 

can combine the two. The performance results, normalized to the baseline GPU, of the 

bypassing (labeled ‘BP’), the scoreboard (labeled ‘SC’), and the combined bypassing and 

scoreboard (labeled ‘BP+SC’) are shown in Figure 6. The scoreboard has 8 entries, 

translating into the following hardware overhead. The tag store of the scoreboard is an 8-

entry CAM with each entry containing 9 (Physical reg. number) + 1 (NM) = 10 bits. The data 

store of the scoreboard has a total of 8 x (1+32+32+128x8+3) = 8736 bits (=1092 B). 

Compared to the large register file size (16k registers = 16kx4B = 65536 B) in each SM, such 

overhead is quite limited. 

From Figure 42, we can see that the data bypassing and scoreboard techniques show 

variable performance gains on different workloads. Among them, three benchmarks, NQU, 

STO, and NW, benefit significantly from reducing data hazards. The main reason is that 

these three benchmarks have relatively low TLP due to their resource usage and the ILP 

techniques effectively utilize the otherwise stall cycles. For benchmarks with moderate 
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degrees of TLP, including RAY, FFT, Scan, and DT, reducing data hazards also shows good 

performance gains, ranging from 6.5% (Scan) to 12.9% (FFT). For benchmarks with high 

degrees of TLP (MM, Con, BS, SCP, and MV), reducing data hazards shows almost no 

performance gains as there are enough threads/warps to overlap the latency introduced by 

data hazards. Overall, on average using the geometric mean (GM), the data bypassing 

scheme introduces 6.6% performance improvements and the scoreboard has 11.4% 

performance gains. When the two techniques are combined, there is an average of 13.4% 

performance enhancement.  

 

Figure 43 the performance improvements over baseline GPU for different number of 
scoreboard entries 

 

We also vary the scoreboard size to evaluate the impact of the structural hazards and the 

results are shown in  

Figure 43. From the figure, we can see that an 8-entry scoreboard is the most cost-

effective choice, which is used in the remaining experiments in the paper. 

In the next experiment, we change the SC frequency (from 325MHz to 1300MHz) and 

the memory bandwidth (from 100GB/s to 400GB/s). The experimental results show similar 

performance gains (ranging between 12.0% and 14.6% on average) when both data 

bypassing and scoreboard techniques are used.  
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Figure 44. Performance improvements from reducing data hazards on GPUs with 
different register file sizes. 

 

We also vary the physical register file size from 8k to 32k registers to analyze the impact. 

With a small register file in an SM (e.g., 8k registers), the number of concurrent TBs in the 

SM is reduced compared to larger register files. The performance gains from the bypassing 

and scoreboard techniques on GPUs with different register file sizes are shown in Figure 8. 

From Figure 8, we can see that the benchmarks Scan, MM, BS, DT and SCP benefit more 

from bypassing and scoreboards when the register file is small (8k) and limits the number of 

concurrent TBs. Further increasing the register file size from 16k to 32k cannot provide 

additional TLP for Scan, MM and SCP as each SM already runs the maximum number of 

TBs or threads. For NQU and STO, the resource bottleneck is shared memory. For NW, the 

limited TLP is a result of kernel invocation parameters (i.e., inherent of the application). 

Therefore, we observe similar results to those with the register file size of 16k registers. For 

the benchmark, Ray, we do not have the result for 8k registers because such a register file is 

not enough to launch 1 TB, and when we increase the register file size from 16k to 32k, the 

number of concurrent TBs increases from 1 to 2, therefore the bypassing and scoreboard 

techniques are less effective for the 32k case compared to the 16k case. 
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Figure 45. The performance improvements from branch prediction on the baseline 
GPU equipped with the bypassing and scoreboard techniques. 

 

In this experiment, we first examine the performance impact of branch prediction. We 

changed the GPGPUsim to reduce the branch latency to 1 cycle to reduce the control hazards 

in the baseline GPU. In other words, the instruction at the right target of the branch is ready 

to be issued one cycle after the branch enters the EX stage. In Figure 45, we report the 

performance improvements over the GPU with the bypass and scoreboard techniques. The 

predictions are made using the static predictor as well as the gshare predictor discussed in 

Section 4.3. For reference, we also report the performance results with perfect branch 

predictions (i.e., no mispredictions). 

From Figure 45, we can see that the benchmark NQU benefits significantly from either 

static or gshare predictors, 20.8% for our static predictor and 20.6% for the gshare predictor 

over the baseline GPU with bypassing and scoreboard. The remaining benchmarks, however, 

have smaller impacts, including 4.1% for Ray, 3.3% for NW and 2.2% for Scan. The reason 

is that in the TB0 of NQU (the performance dominant TB), 13.7% of all its instructions are 

branches. Among the branches, 42.3% of them do not present a control hazard for the 

baseline GPU (without bypassing or scoreboard) due to TLP. The remaining 57.7% result in 

pipeline stalls. As discussed in Section 4.3, either correct predictions or divergent branches 

can effectively utilize the otherwise stall cycles, thereby showing high performance gains for 

NQU. Other benchmarks have less number of branches and there are more warps running 
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concurrently on an SM to overlap the pipeline hazards, thereby showing relatively small 

performance impacts. 

 

 

Figure 47. The prediction accuracy for conditional non-divergent branches of different 
prediction schemes. 
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In the next experiment, we examine the predictability of non-divergent conditional 

branches in the GPU kernels. We report the branch prediction accuracies of our simple static 

approach and a 1k-bit gshare predictor (shared by all warps in an SM) in Figure Figure 47 

(FFT has no conditional branches and is excluded from the figure). From the figure, we can 

see that in GPU kernels branches can be predicted reasonably well using our simple static 

approach (94.4% accuracy on average). The gshare predictor is also effective(93.7%). The 

reason is that all warps within the same SM share the same predictor and therefore they can 

accurately update the branch predictor for each other. The only exception is the benchmark 

NW, which contains many small sized kernels, which are completed before the gshare 

predictor is warmed up. 

Overall, from the results, we can see that although on average the performance gains of 

branch prediction is limited (2.7% for our static branch predictor and 3.1% for the gshare 

branch predictor), it can be quite effective for control intensive benchmarks with low TLP 

(e.g., NQU). In addition, as discussed in Section 4.3, branch prediction is almost free in terms 

of hardware cost using our simple static prediction approach. Therefore, we argue that it is a 

technique to adopt for next generation GPUs.  

c.	  Interaction	  between	  ILP	  and	  TLP	  

Either ILP or TLP can be leveraged to overcome pipeline hazards. The overhead to 

support the ILP techniques includes additional bypass paths and scoreboards, as discussed in 

Sections 4.1-4.3. The cost of supporting TLP, on the other hand, is the aggregated resource 

requirement from a high number of threads. Among such resources, register files maintain 

the register state of the threads. To study the interaction between ILP and TLP, in the next 

experiment, we vary the register file size in each SM from 4k to16k registers and evaluate the 

performance of the GPU model with and without the ILP techniques. The performance 

results, normalized to our baseline GPU model with a register file having 16k registers, are 

reported in Figure 46. The benchmark RAY requires at least 10k registers to run one thread 

block. Therefore, there are no performance results for small register files for this benchmark. 
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When calculating the average using GM, the performance of 10k registers is used for small 

register files (4k, 6k and 8k registers) for this benchmark.  

Two important observations can be made from Figure 11. First, on average, the 

performance gains for the ILP techniques tend to reduce with a higher degree of TLP as a 

result of large register files. Among individual benchmarks, for NQU, STO, NW, RAY, and 

FFT, the performance is not affected by the register file size as the factors such as shared 

memory other than the register file size are limiting their TLP. The benchmark Scan is 

sensitive to the warp scheduling policy and performs the best when the register file has 6k 

registers. For the rest benchmarks, large register files support a higher number of concurrent 

threads and lead to better performance. Higher degrees of TLP also reduce the effectiveness 

of the ILP techniques. Take SCP as an example, when the register file has 4k registers, 

adding ILP techniques improves the performance from 44.8% to 65.6% of the baseline GPU. 

With a register file containing 12k registers, the improvement from the ILP techniques is 

from 95.8% to 96.3% of the baseline.  

Second, the ILP techniques provide an interesting tradeoff for resources required for high 

TLP. As seen from Figure 11, on average, adding the ILP support to a GPU with the register 

file size of 8k registers outperforms the baseline GPU with the register file size of 16k 

registers by 11.9%. In other words, the ILP techniques can save 8k registers in each register 

file while achieving higher performance, thereby being potentially more area and energy 

efficient. We leverage this observation in Section 5 to customize our designs. 

4.5 Heterogeneous GPU Architecture 
The results discussed in Section 4.4 show that the ILP techniques have different 

performance impacts on different applications. To efficiently handle such workload-

dependent behavior, we propose a heterogeneous GPU architecture and it contains two types 

of cores: one with the ILP techniques (referred to as ILP cores) and one without them 

(referred to as TLP cores). Next, we compare it with homogeneous TLP cores and 

homogeneous ILP cores. 
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First, we modified McPAT [36] using the similar approach to GPUWattch [33] to model 

the area and power of an SM based on the configuration shown in Table 1. The 40nm 

technology is used to achieve the target core frequency of 1.3GHz and the operating 

temperature is 380K. The reported area of an SM of the baseline GPU (or an SM with TLP 

cores) is 11.823 mm2. The data bypassing support in each SC introduces an area overhead of 

0.028 mm2. As there are 8 SCs in an SM, the overall area cost of data bypassing in an SM is 

0.224 mm2. The scoreboard support, shared by all SCs in an SM, costs 0.917 mm2. 

Therefore, an SM with ILP cores has an area of 12.964 mm2, which means a 9.6% area 

overhead for the ILP techniques. The branch prediction support only requires an adder to 

compute the target and a comparator between the target and PC. Since such logic has very 

small area overhead and the current McPAT tool does not model it explicitly, we ignore the 

area cost of branch prediction support. 

Considering the die area that is similar to an NVIDIA GTX480 GPU, we can have the 

following options: 40 SMs with TLP cores (40x11.823 = 472.92 mm2); 36 SMs with ILP 

cores (36x12.964 = 466.704 mm2); and 20 SMs with TLP cores plus 18 SMs with ILP cores 

(20x11.823  + 18*12.964 = 234.46 + 233.352 = 467.812 mm2). We refer to the first one as 

GPU-T, the second one as GPU-I, and third one as GPU-H. The first two are homogeneous 

designs and the last one is heterogeneous. There are many possible combinations of ILP and 

TLP cores for heterogeneous designs. Our choice is based on the option that either type of 

cores has the same/similar area (234.46 mm2 vs. 233.352 mm2). Compared to our baseline 

GPU in Table 1, these GPUs have higher number of SMs. Therefore, to maintain the ratio of 

compute-to-memory bandwidth, we increase the number of memory modules per memory 

controller from 2 to 3.  
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Figure 48. The performance of different GPUs running single kernels. 

 

 

Figure 49. The energy consumption of different GPUs running single kernels 

 

Next, we run a single kernel on these three different GPU architectures and the 

performance results, normalized to GPU-T, are shown in Figure 48. Since GPU-T, GPU-I, 

and GPU-H have similar areas, the performance also represents their area efficiencies. 

From Figure 48, it can be seen that when running a single kernel, GPU-I is most effective 

for applications with limited TLP (NQU, STO, Ray, and Scan) and GPU-T is most effective 

for applications with high TLP (MM, Conv, BS, DT, SCP and MV). For FFT, although it has 

reasonably high number of concurrent warps (16) to run on each SM, its overall number of 

threads (16384) is limited. Therefore, GPU-I achieves higher performance for FFT than 

GPU-T or GPU-H. Compared to GPU-I and GPU-T, GPU-H presents a nice tradeoff. On 
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average, GPU-H achieves 9.2% higher performance than GPU-H and almost equal 

performance compared to GPU-I.  

Similar trends are observed for energy consumption of three GPU designs, as shown in 

Figure 49. GPU-I consumes lower energy than GPU-T running applications with limited TLP 

and consumes higher energy than GPU-T running high TLP workloads. GPU-H achieves a 

good balance between them. 

 

 

Figure 50. The performance of different GPUs running concurrent kernels (one favors 
ILP and the other favors TLP). 

 

 

Figure 51. The energy consumption of different GPUs running concurrent kernels 
(one favors ILP and the other favors TLP). 
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Then, we run heterogeneous concurrent kernels on these three GPU designs. The 

heterogeneous kernel mixes are constructed using the following way: one from NQU, STO, 

or Scan, which favors ILP cores, and the other from MM, Con, DT or MV, which favors the 

TLP cores. We choose these 7 applications because they contain only 1 kernel and are 

relatively easy to be merged to run on the simulator. To overcome the issue that different 

workloads have different number of instructions, we add a loop to each kernel to make it run 

continuously and then stop execution when the longer kernel finishes at least 1 run. We adopt 

the weighted speedups [55] from multi-threaded CPU designs to evaluate the performance. 

Assuming kernel 1 is the one with low TLP and kernel 2 is the one with high TLP. The 

weighted speedup is computed as follows:  !
!
∗ ( !"#!"#(!"#$"%&)

!"#!"#!! !"#$"%&
! !"#!"#(!"#$"%&)
!"#!"#!! !"#$"%& , where IPC 

GPU(kernel) is the instructions per cycle of the kernel running on the GPU of interest, 

IPC!"#!! kernel1   is the performance of the kernel 1 running on GPU-I, and 

IPC!"#!! kernel2  is the performance of the kernel 2 running on GPU-T. The application 

steering policy used in GPU-H is mainly based on how many concurrent warps that an SM 

can run. If this number is less than 16, the application is dispatched to the 18 SMs with ILP 

cores. Otherwise, it is dispatched to the 20 SMs with TLP cores. If an application has limited 

overall number of threads (<=32768), it is dispatched to ILP cores. As the resource 

requirement of a kernel is available statically at compile time, the support for our application 

steering policy is straightforward. 

The performance results of GPU-I, GPU-T, and GPU-H are shown in Figure 50. For 

concurrent kernels containing NQU and STO, the GPU-I outperforms GPU-T, the reason is 

that the performance gains from GPU-I for NQU and STO are higher than the performance 

gains from GPU-T for MM, Con, DT or MV. For concurrent kernels containing Scan, the 

performance of GPU-T is better because the benefit of GPU-T for MM, Con, DT or MV is 

larger than the performance gains from GPU-I for Scan. In all these cases, GPU-H 

outperforms either homogeneous design and on average, GPU-H achieves 4.7% and 19.8% 

higher performance than GPU-I and GPU-T, respectively. We also collect the energy 

consumption results of GPU-I, GPU-I, and GPU-H and report them in Figure 51. As each 
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concurrent kernel contains two applications, the energy consumption is the sum of the energy 

consumed by executing either application from beginning to end. From the figure, we can see 

that on average, GPU-H consumes least energy, 16.0% less than GPU-T and 6.5% less than 

GPU-I. 

In the next experiment, we maintain the same number of SMs, 30, for both the 

heterogeneous design and the homogeneous design. Then we customize the SM area in the 

following way: the ILP core uses additional areas on the ILP enhancing techniques while 

TLP core leverages the area to support more concurrent threads. Based on our discussion in 

Section 4.4.3, our TLP core uses a register file of 16k registers (with total area of 11.823 

mm2 per SM) while the ILP core uses a register file of 8k registers (with total area of 12.026 

mm2 per SM). The performance and the energy results of such a design are shown below. 

 

Figure 52. The performance of different GPUs running concurrent kernels (one favors 
ILP and the other favors TLP). 
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Figure 53. The energy consumption of different GPUs running concurrent kernels 
(one favors ILP and the other favors TLP)  

 

As we can see from Figure 52, for the heterogeneous workload, NQU + MV, STO + 

MM, and STO + MV, the GPU_H has the same performance as GPU_I. The reason is that 

for MM and MV, the register file size of 8k already supports enough TLP to fully utilize the 

hardware resource and bandwidth. Therefore neither more TLP from a larger register file size 

nor more ILP from the ILP enhancing techniques can further improve the performance. Since 

NQU and STO benefit significantly from ILP techniques, both GPU_I and GPU_H 

outperform GPU_T. For the rest of the heterogeneous workloads, our steering policy 

allocates ILP cores for ILP-favored applications and TLP cores for TLP-favored applications, 

thereby outperforming both GPU_I and GPU_T. Among all the workloads, GPU_H either 

outperforms or has similar performance to the better one of the two homogeneous designs. 

On average, GPU-H achieves 3.4% and 20.8% higher performance than GPU-I and GPU-T, 

respectively. Such performance improvements also translate into reasonable energy savings, 

7.0% less than GPU_I and 9.4% than GPU_T. 

4.6 Related Work 
Most research work on GPU architectures focuses on reducing the impact of divergent 

behavior [16][17] [40] within warps and improving GPU memory hierarchy [34], rather than 

architecting SCs. To our knowledge, this is the first work to examine the impact of ILP 

techniques on SCs for many-core GPUs. Among the ILP techniques, data bypassing support 
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exists in AMD GPUs. Although the detailed architecture has not been disclosed, it is stated in 

R-700 ISA [2] that special instruction encoding (PS or PV) is used to receive the result of 

previous instruction. Certain compiler optimizations, such as loop unrolling, assume that 

GPUs can have independent outstanding loads from the same warp. However, current GPUs 

do not support precise interrupts and it is not clear how the read-after-write and write-after-

write data hazards are resolved after an older pending long latency instruction. We are not 

aware of any prior work on branch prediction on GPUs or heterogeneous GPU architectures. 

For concurrent kernel execution, Adriaens, et al. [3] show that scheduling concurrent 

kernels on different SMs is more beneficial than letting one kernel occupy all the SMs. Our 

approach takes one step further by customizing the SMs based on the characteristics of the 

concurrent kernels. 

Given the high computational throughput and energy efficiency, GPU-like many-core 

architectures have been increasingly adopted to build supercomputers. In this paper, we focus 

on the basic building block of the GPU, the shader cores. We propose many-thread aware 

ILP designs, including data bypassing, scoreboards, and branch prediction. We show that for 

applications, whose resource requirements prevent GPUs from running a sufficient number 

of concurrent threads, the ILP techniques can significantly improve the performance. 

Furthermore, we show that the ILP techniques can be used to reduce the TLP requirement 

and therefore reduce the requirement in critical resources such as the register file. We then 

propose heterogeneous GPU architectures to include both ILP cores (i.e., cores with the ILP 

techniques) and TLP cores (i.e., cores without them). Applications are steered to either type 

of cores depending on how many threads can run concurrently on the hardware. Our results 

show that the proposed heterogeneous GPUs have higher performance, area- and energy-

efficiency than homogenous GPUs based on either ILP cores or TLP cores. 

4.7 Conclusion 
Given the high computational throughput and energy efficiency, GPU-like many-core 

architectures have been increasingly adopted to build supercomputers. In this paper, we focus 

on the basic building block of the GPU, the shader cores. We propose many-thread aware 
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ILP designs, including data bypassing, scoreboards, and branch prediction. We show that for 

applications, whose resource requirements prevent GPUs from running a sufficient number 

of concurrent threads, the ILP techniques can significantly improve the performance. 

Furthermore, we show that the ILP techniques can be used to reduce the TLP requirement 

and therefore reduce the requirement in critical resources such as the register file. We then 

propose heterogeneous GPU architectures to include both ILP cores (i.e., cores with the ILP 

techniques) and TLP cores (i.e., cores without them). Applications are steered to either type 

of cores depending on how many threads can run concurrently on the hardware. Our results 

show that the proposed heterogeneous GPUs have higher performance, area- and energy-

efficiency than homogenous GPUs based on either ILP cores or TLP cores. 
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Chapter	  5	  

2. Locality	  Study	  on	  GPU	  Architecture	  
  

All of the previous works are focusing on architecting the GPU cores for higher 

computational throughput and better energy efficiency. The memory hierarchy of GPU also 

plays a very important role. Since GPU typically manages thousands of threads at the same 

time, the locality can be quite different compared to the traditional could impact the GPU 

architecture as well. And For instance by studying the GPU memory locality at different 

levels, we can optimize the GPU architecture from different perspectives. E.g. the per warp 

locality can tell us the data reuse/contention among different warps and guide us to better 

warp scheduling policies, while the per TB level data locality can lead us to more efficient 

TB level resource management, and the per SM memory locality can help us in the L1 cache 

design, etc. 

Therefore we propose to investigate the GPU data locality for better the GPU memory 

hierarchy design. 

In this work we advocate formal locality analysis on memory references of GPGPU 

kernels. We investigate the locality of reference at different cache levels in the memory 

hierarchy. Firstly we analyze the overall data-locality of the GPU kernels at the L1 level. We 
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find out that many applications exhibits coarse-grained memory access pattern and we 

proposed novel memory-hierarchy to exploit such locality. 

At the L1 cache level, we also look into the locality behavior at the warp-, the thread 

block- and the streaming multiprocessor-level. We show that our locality analysis accurately 

captures some interesting and counter-intuitive behavior of the memory accesses. We argue 

that such analysis will provide very useful insights in understanding the memory accessing 

behavior and optimizing the memory hierarchy in GPU architectures. 

5.1 Introduction 
Although graphics processing units  (GPUs) rely on thread-level parallelism to hide long 

memory access latencies, the memory hierarchy, including on-chip caches, remain critical for 

many GPGPU (general purpose computing on GPUs) applications. In this work, we advocate 

formal locality analysis to understand the nature of the memory access patterns of GPGPU 

applications and how they interact with the GPU memory hierarchy. We will first discuss our 

approach for locality analysis and then use this approach to analyze the locality of GPU 

programs. Our analysis show that a significant amount of applications demonstrate coarse 

grained memory access pattern. Based on such observation, we propose locality aware 

memory hierarchy design to exploit such behavior. 

The rest of the section is organized as follows; section 2 gives the background on locality 

analysis as well as related work on locality-aware GPU memory hierarchy design. We show 

our study on locality of GPU programs in section 3. We proposed our locality aware memory 

hierarchy design in section 4. Section 5 shows the experimental results and section 6 

concludes the paper. 

5.2 Background 

5.2.1 Background on locality analysis 

The locality principle being so widely used has been studied very extensively and many 

different approaches have been proposed to facilitate the analysis of locality of references in 

any given memory access stream. In this study, we particularly choose the probability based 
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measure of locality which provides a unified way to analyze spatial and temporal locality. 

The locality measure is the “conditional probability: that in an address stream, given the 

condition that an address is accessed, how likely the same address (temporal locality) or an 

address within its neighborhood (spatial locality) will be accessed in the near future” as 

stated in [23]. In this manner it represents probability of reuse of data in the given size of 

window of future access and within a given size of neighbourhood. The conditional 

probability is a function of two parameters namely, near future window size and 

neighborhood size. 

  

 
Figure 54 1: Locality plot for benchmark milc 

 

Figure 1 plots the locality measure as a 3D-mesh for benchmark milc from SPEC2006 

benchmark suite. With bigger size of near future window, the probability of reuse is higher, 

and the same for neighborhood size as well. Therefore, locality measure is a monotonically 

non-decreasing function in either direction. From the figure, the curve corresponding to 

neighborhood size of one byte shows the variation of temporal locality with the size of 

neighborhood. We can observe that nearly 60% data gets reused within the window of 64 

accesses while there is no further reuse even if we increase the window size up to 65536 

accesses. Similarly, if keep the window size constant (say 16) and increase the size if 

neighborhood, the locality measure increases up to very close to 96% indicating good spatial 
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locality present in the benchmark. The reuse probability indicated by the locality measure 

correlates well with the performance (hit ratio) of fully-associative and highly-set associative 

caches. The near future window size is analogous to number of cache blocks present in the 

cache while the neighborhood size defines the cache block size. For example, milc can 

achieve a hit ratio of almost 90% if the cache has 64 cache blocks of each sized 32-bytes i.e. 

2kB cache capacity. 

5.2.2 Locality-aware GPU memory hierarchy 

Recently, there are more and more researchers are looking at the GPU memory locality. 

The most relevant one was [50]. The paper proposes a memory hierarchy design to 

efficiently handle the fine-grained memory accesses. And leave the coarse grained memory 

accesses to the existing memory hierarchy. While our study focus on exploiting the coarse 

grained memory access patterns. And therefore these two techniques are complementary to 

each other. 

5.3 Locality Study on GPU applications 
In this section, we present the locality curves of different applications, characterize them 

and propose designs to exploit such characteristics. 

Figure 55 Locality plot for benchmark Kmeans 
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Most of the GPU applications have very strong spatial locality. In other words, if the 

memory data is accessed by certain threads, its nearby addresses are very likely to be 

referenced by the same or other threads. We use the benchmark Kmean, shown in Figure 2 to 

illustrate such property. 

As it shows in Figure 55, firstly, we can observe that when the neighborhood size 

(corresponds to the cache block size) is small, the locality is low no matter how large the 

future window size (corresponds to the total cache block numbers) is. Secondly, as we 

increase the neighborhood size, increasing the near future window becomes effective, and 

then both the neighborhood size and the near future window size have a very significant 

impact on the locality value. Thirdly, we can shrink the near future window size for larger 

neighborhood size to get higher locality value. E.g. the locality value of neighborhood size of 

128 with a near future window size of 32 (0.00407) is smaller than that of neighborhood size 

of 2048 with a near future window of 2 (0.142297). 

However, not all the applications have such coarse grained memory access pattern, there 

are applications demonstrate the fine-grained memory access pattern, as illustrated using the 

figure below. 

 

 
Figure 56 Locality plot for benchmark myocyte 
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As we can see from Figure 56, the locality value at near future window size of 128 with 

neighborhood size of 2 (0.184621) is larger than the locality value at the near future window 

size of 64 with neighborhood size of 4 (0.132478). 

5.4 Coarse grained memory hierarchy for GPGPU 
In this section we propose coarse grained memory hierarchy for GPGPU. The 

fundamentals observation is that, compared to the traditional CPU applications, most of the 

GPU applications show the coarse grained memory access pattern. And therefore we 

proposed to optimize the existing GPU memory hierarchy to exploit such characteristics. 

Our proposed memory hierarchy works in the following way: first we collect and analyze 

the memory accesses at the L1 level, once the application shows the coarse grained memory 

access pattern, we will trigger the following events. As long as the shader core issues a 

memory request to the L1, we also check whether its neighboring block is in the cache. E.g if 

the current cache block size is 128 bytes, while we are access 1 128 byte block due to a 

memory request issued by the shader, we also check whether the other half (128 bytes) of 

block is in the cache. If it doesn’t, we will treat it as a miss and issue a memory request to a 

lower level. 

Note that since we always access the continuous two blocks, for these two blocks we will 

always get the same result (either both hit or both miss). And therefore, the lower level 

memory (e.g. L2 cache) can essentially treat these paired requests as one and process them in 

the same cycle. 

5.5 Experimental results 
Next, we demonstrate the performance results of our proposed design. We modified 

GPGPUsim V3.1.1 [4] to model our proposed. Our baseline GPU configuration, modeled 

based on NVIDIA GTX480 GPUs, is shown in Table 1. We try all benchmarks that we can 

run (15 out of 18) from the Rodinia benchmark suite. And presents our results below. 
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Table 8. The baseline GPU configuration. 
Shader core frequency 1.4GHz 

Number of SMs 15 
Warp size 32 

SIMD width(i.e., NumSP) 16  
Max. num. of thread 

blocks/threads per SM 
8 thread blocks/1024 threads 

Register file 64KB 
Shared memory 48 KB 

L1 cache  4-way set assoc. 128B cache 
block (16KB in total) 

L2 Cache 8-way set assoc. 64B (256kb per 
MEM channel) 

Number of MEM channels 6 
GDDR Memory 8 banks, 800Mhz, total 

bandwidth: 200GB/S,   TCL = 
10, TRP = 10, TRCD = 12 

 

First we would like to show the effectiveness of our scheme.  

 

 
Figure 57, performance improvements of our scheme, coarse2 means issuing 1 
neighboring access in case of a miss, coarse4 means issue 3 neighboring misses in 
case of a miss. 
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It can be seen from the figure, for applications such as b+tree, heartwall, kmeans, 

pathfinder and sradv1, they show very strong coarse grained memory access pattern from the 

locality curve, and therefore benefit from our scheme significantly. For backprop and bfs, 

since they have moderate coarse grained memory access pattern and therefore the 

performance improvement is trivial. And for applications like lavaMD and myocyte, they 

actually represents fine grained memory access pattern, and therefore we choose to turn off 

our scheme. It is worth mentioning that for applications such as lud and nw, even though they 

have moderate degree of coarse grained memory access pattern, using our scheme would hurt 

the performance as our scheme would increase the memory traffic at the L2 and memory 

level. Therefore we introduce set-dueling to eliminate the negative effects. 

Our set-dueling scheme chooses to use 1 SM to always follow the 128 bytes L1 cache 

block size (the baseline), and another SM always follows the coarse2 or coarse4 scheme 

depending on the locality value, and the other 13 SMs follows the SM that has higher IPC 

 

Figure 58, performance improvements with set-dueling 
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As we can see from the above figure, the set-dueling effectively eliminate the negative 

impact and our scheme achieves up to 25.7% performance improvement and 2.7% and 3.5% 

performance improvement on average. 

5.6 Conclusion 
In this work, we presented the detailed locality behavior of memory accesses for several 

GPU kernels. And we make the key observation that compared to the traditional CPU 

applications; most of the GPU applications show the coarse-grained memory access pattern. 

And therefore we proposed to optimize the existing GPU memory hierarchy to exploit such 

characteristics. The experimental results show that our scheme can effectively improve the 

performance of applications that have significant coarse-grained memory access pattern with 

minor hardware cost. 
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Chapter	  6	  

3. Conclusion	  
 

 

In this dissertation, we identified a few inefficiencies existed in current GPU architecture. 

Firstly, we investigated the computational redundancy introduced by the SIMD execution 

model. We propose detailed architectural designs to exploit such computational redundancy. 

And we also exploit the redundancy to provide opportunistic reliability enhancement. 

Secondly we look at the resource underutilization introduced by TB-level resource 

management. We optimize the GPU architecture to eliminate these inefficiencies and show 

that the optimized GPU architecture has much higher system throughput as well as better 

energy efficiency. 

Thirdly, we also investigate the effectiveness of traditional ILP-enhancing technique on 

the throughput oriented GPU architectures. We propose many-thread aware ILP designs, 

including data bypassing, scoreboards, and branch prediction. We show that for applications, 

whose resource requirements prevent GPUs from running a sufficient number of concurrent 

threads, the ILP techniques can significantly improve the performance. Furthermore, we 

show that the ILP techniques can be used to reduce the TLP requirement and therefore 

reduce the requirement in critical resources such as the register file. We then propose 

heterogeneous GPU architectures to include both ILP cores (i.e., cores with the ILP 
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techniques) and TLP cores (i.e., cores without them). Applications are steered to either type 

of cores depending on how many threads can run concurrently on the hardware 

And finally we also perform the GPU memory locality study to improve the GPU 

architecture, especially better GPU memory hierarchy design. We make the key observation 

that compared to the traditional CPU applications; most of the GPU applications show the 

coarse-grained memory access pattern. And therefore we proposed to optimize the existing 

GPU memory hierarchy to exploit such characteristics. The experimental results show that 

our scheme can effectively improve the performance of applications that have significant 

coarse-grained memory access pattern with minor hardware cost 
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